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Abstract
Error bounds of initial value problems with uncertain initial conditions are
traditionally computed by using interval analysis but with limited success.
Traditional analysis only leads to asymptotic error estimates valid when the
maximal step size tends to zero, while efficiency in the approximation requires
that step sizes are as large as possible without compromising accuracy. Re-
cent progress in global optimization makes it feasible to treat the error bound-
ing problem as a global optimization problem. This is particularly important
in the case where the differential equations or the initial conditions contain
significant uncertainties. A new solver DIVIS (Differential Inequality based
Validated IVP Solver) has been developed to compute the error bounds of
initial value problems by using defect estimates and optimization techniques.
The basic idea is to compute the defect estimates of initial value problems
by using outer ellipsoidal approximation. The validated state enclosures are
computed by applying differential inequalities. Convergence of the method
depends upon a suitable choice of preconditioner.
The scheme is implemented in MATLAB and AMPL and the resulting en-
closures are compared with VALENCIA-IVP, VNODE-LP and VSPODE.
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Abstract
Fehlerschranken von Anfangswertproblemen mit unbestimmten Anfangsbe-
dingungen werden herkmmlicherweise mit Hilfe von Intervallanalysis berech-
net, allerdings mit migem Erfolg. Die traditionelle Herangehensweise fhrt
zu asymptotischen Fehlerabschtzungen, die nur gltig sind, wenn die maxi-
male Schrittweite gegen Null geht. Jedoch bentigt eine effiziente Approx-
imation grtmgliche Schrittweiten, ohne die Genauigkeit zu mindern. Neue
Entwicklungen in der globalen Optimierung ermglichen es, das Finden von
Fehlerschranken als globales Optimierungsproblem aufzufassen. Das ist ins-
besondere wichtig im Fall, dass die Differentialgleichungen oder die Anfangs-
bedingungen bedeutende Unschrfen enthalten.
Es wurde ein neuer Solver - DIVIS (Differential Inequality based Validated
IVP Solver) - entwickelt, um die Fehlerschranken fr Anfangswertprobleme
mit Hilfe von Fehlerabschtzungen und Optimierungstechniken zu berechnen.
Die Idee dabei ist, die Fehlerabschtzung von Anfangswertproblemen durch
elliptische Approximation zu berechnen. Die validierten Zustandseinschlies-
sungen werden mit Hilfe von Differentialungleichungen berechnet. Die Kon-
vergenz dieser Methode hngt von der Wahl geeigneter Vorkonditionierer ab.
Das beschriebene Schema wurde in MATLAB und AMPL implementiert. Die
Ergebnisse wurden mit VALENCIA-IVP, VNODE-LP und VSPODE ver-
glichen.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
While the approximate solution of differential equations has a long and suc-
cessful history, much less is known about the accuracy achieved by the com-
puted approximations. Traditional analysis only leads to asymptotic error
estimates when the maximal step size tends to zero, while the efficiency in
approximation requires step sizes as large as possible without compromising
accuracy.
Computable error bounds are traditionally achieved by means of interval
analysis, because it is often the case that the parameters and/or the initial
values are not known with certainty but are given as intervals. Hence tradi-
tional methods do not apply to the resulting parametric ordinary differential
equations since they would have to solve infinitely many systems and differ-
ential inequalities in simple (inverse monotone) cases, with limited success
only.
Recent progress in global optimization makes it feasible to treat the error
bounding problem as a global optimization problem. This is particularly
important in the case where the differential equations or the initial conditions
contain significant uncertainties.
Ordinary differential equations (ODEs) have many applications in engineer-
ing and science. If the solution of a system of ODEs satisfies certain con-
ditions at one point of the independent variable, the problem is known as
initial value problem (IVP) and if such conditions are satisfied at more than
one places of independent variable, then it is known as boundary value prob-
lem (BVP). When these conditions are satisfied at two extreme points of
independent variable, the problem is known as two-point BVP [48]. In this
thesis, we will concentrates on computing the validated enclosures of IVP(see
section 7.3 for some remarks about BVP).
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1.1 Literature Survey
Bounding the solution of ordinary differential equations in the context of in-
terval analysis was first discussed by Moore [61, 63]. A computer program
was designed to determine the intervals, containing the exact solution to ordi-
nary differential equations [66, 58, 93, 94]. Then in [62], a technique was pre-
sented to reduce the wrapping effect produced by the successive expansions
in Taylor series with interval remainder [61, 93]. See also [64, 59, 60, 65, 12] in
this regard. Kru¨ckeberg [42] introduced a method that computed in each
step an inclusion of the solution with arbitrary fixed initial value. Then he
computed an inclusion of the perturbation of the solution due to the variation
of the solution. Hunger [34], first computed an approximate solution and
then bounded a linear differential system for the error function. Marcowitz
also computed an approximate solution. He used the system of non-linear
differential inequalities in order to bound the error function. Jackson [35]
exposed some flaws in Moore’s and Kru¨ckeberg’s algorithms and also dis-
cussed some problems for which these algorithms worked well. Eijgenraam
[26] developed an algorithm for the solution of IVP that did not have exact
initial values but contained in a given initial value set. He gave the first
rigorous overestimation analysis for an enclosure. See also [6, 99, 10, 9, 22,
24, 32, 68, 72, 70, 74, 75, 76, 81, 77, 78, 79, 82, 84, 83, 104, 106, 105, 100]
Moore’s algorithms have been refined in subsequent years and implemented in
software packages such as AWA [51, 53, 54, 101, 23], VNODE [69], VNODE-
LP [67, 71], VSPODE [50, 49], VODESIA [25], VALENCIA-IVP [92, 90],
ADIODES [102], COSY INFINITY [8, 55, 57, 56] etc.
Historically, AWA was one of the most important packages to compute guar-
anteed enclosures for the solution of ordinary IVP. This was written in Pascal-
XSC, and was presented by Lohner. This is a one step method and proves
existence and uniqueness of the solution by using Picard iteration and gives
a rough enclosure of the solution. In order to compute correct enclosures of
the solution, a mean value method and the Taylor expansion on a variational
equation is applied on global errors. Wrapping effect is reduced by applying
coordinate transformations and intersecting different enclosures. The effi-
ciency of AWA is affected by Algorithm I which is limited to the Euler step
size.
VNODE (Validated Numerical ODE) is a C++ package for computing rig-
orous bounds on the solution of an IVP for an ordinary differential equation.
This method is based on an interval Hermite-Obreschkoff method [73] for
performing Algorithm II. VNODE-LP is a successor of the VNODE pack-
age and has been developed by using Literate programming and is easy to
implement as compared to VNODE.
VSPODE (Validated Solver for Parametric Ordinary Differential Equations)
a C++ package, is based on traditional interval methods but uncertainty in
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parameters and initial data are dealt by using Taylor models.
VALENCIA-IVP (VALidation of state ENClosures using Interval Arithmetic
for Initial Value Problems) is a C++ package that computes guaranteed
state enclosures for IVPs of dynamical systems. The basic idea is first to
calculate non-validated approximate solutions of initial value problems and
then using these solutions, fixed-point iterative scheme is implemented to
compute guaranteed error bounds. Later on, its performance was improved
[91]. By using this solver, a template based tool SMARTMOBILE(Simulation
and modeling of dynamics in mobile) [2, 3, 4] is introduced to choose suitable
arithmetic for a certain model in multibody system. problems and set of
criteria to make a fair comparison of
ADIODES (Automatic Differentiation Interval Analysis Ordinary Differen-
tial Equation Solver) proves the uniqueness and existence of periodic solu-
tions of specific ordinary differential equations by using Picard iteration and
the extended mean value method to compute the enclosures. The build-
ing blocks of ADIODES are interval package BIAS/PROFIL [37], FAD-
BAD/TADIFF. These automatic differentiation (AD) packages TADIFF [14]
FADBAD and FADBAD++ [13] are used in VNODE, VNODE-LP and
VSPODE to compute the Taylor coefficients of the solution of ODE and
the solution of its variational equation while in VALENCIA-IVP [92], they
evaluate Jacobian of ODE.
COSY INFINITY is an object oriented beam dynamics package which is
based on differential algebraic (DA) methods and Taylor model methods.
Existence and uniqueness of a solution is verified by using the Picard iter-
ation together with fixed point theorem. Tight enclosures are computed by
reducing influence of overestimation. For this purpose, Taylor expansion in
time and initial conditions is applied. In order to reduce the wrapping ef-
fect resulting from the overestimation, Taylor polynomials with real floating-
point coefficients and guaranteed error bounds for interval remainder terms
are computed.
1.2 Contributions
This thesis contributes to computes the error bounds of IVPS of ODEs in
the following ways:
Theoretical Achievements
• A new scheme has been developed to compute error bounds of initial
value problems by using defect estimates and optimization techniques.
This scheme is based on an algorithm for enclosing the solutions of
IVPs for ODEs which depends only on Theorem 4.1.3 and the argu-
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ments described in chapter 5. Ku¨hn [43] presented a technique for
how to compute the error bounds by estimating the defects of IVPs
and their corresponding variational and adjoint equations. He esti-
mated these defects by computing higher order derivatives. We have
developed a technique to compute the error bounds of IVPs for ODEs
by approximating the defect estimates but in a quite different way. We
use optimization techniques rather than computing higher order deriva-
tives. For that purpose, we solve optimization problems in AMPL using
solver IPOPT.
• In earlier version of our scheme, we used variational equations of the
system of ODEs as a preconditioner. We computed the error bounds
of ODEs by using differential inequality presented in Theorem 4.1.1
and 4.1.2. But this scheme did not produce sharp bounds for higher
dimensions.
• To resolve this problem, we have developed a new theory in Theorem
4.1.3 assuming a conditional differential inequality that is more power-
ful than the traditional approach. The quality of bounds is improved by
constructing a new precontioner. Chernousko in [20, 16, 18, 19, 17]
presented techniques to approximate the reachable sets of controlled
linear dynamic systems by using two sided ellipsoidal approximation:
outer ellipsoid of minimal volume and the inner ellipsoid of maximal
volume. But we used only outer ellipsoidal approximation to construct
a new preconditioner for nonlinear dynamic systems. Our initial box
is an ellipsoid of the form
‖U0(y0 − u0))‖2 ≤ ∆0,
where y0 ∈ Rn, u0 = mid(y0), y0 ∈ IRn, U0 ∈ Rn×n is chosen as
U0 = Diag (y0 − y0)
−1
and R 3 ∆0 = n/4, n is the dimension of system of ODEs (see Lemma
5.1.1). This ∆0 is used as starting defect estimate.
• We have also reproduced Chernousko’s scheme in chapter 4, by using
differential inequality to compute the error bounds of dynamic systems
both with control and without control.
Development of a validated ODE solver DIVIS
• Based on our theory to compute the error bounds of IVPs for ODEs, a
new solver DIVIS (Differential Inequality based Validated IVP Solver)
has been developed using MATLAB and AMPL. For convenience, most
of the structure is automatized. User’s input includes three MATLAB
files consisting of a system of ODEs, initial conditions and time span.
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User also has to choose suitable regularization factors for the precon-
tioner and the step length that still needs to be automatized. Flow
diagram of the solver structure is presented in section 5.4.
• The technique of computing the defect estimates is explained by a list
of algorithms presented in section 5.2.
• Step by step implementation is described in section 5.3. To com-
pare our resulting enclosures with those computed by existing solvers
VNODE-LP, VSPODE and VALENCIA-IVP, a number of MATLAB
routines is created. For each problem, these routines automatically
generate new C++ files required for these solvers to compute the error
bounds.
1.3 Introduction to Thesis
In chapter 2, we will discuss existing validated ODE solvers VALENCIA-IVP,
VNODE, VNODE-LP and VSPODE in some detail to explore techniques
that have been used to compute validated state enclosures of ODEs. The
presentation is given in a uniform format unless some additional parameters
are introduced.
In chapter 3, we will discuss Chernousko’s technique to compute error bounds
of controlled dynamic systems by means of two sided ellipsoidal approxima-
tion. For that purpose, a review of some part of Chernousko [16], especially
sections 5, 6 and 8 is presented.
Chapter 4 and 5 contain the results about new approach. These results are
based on conditional differential inequalities and are core of the thesis.
Earlier version of our scheme was based on theory of Theorems 4.1.1 and
4.1.2 that are described in section 4.1 of chapter 4. An improved version of
this theory is presented in Theorem 4.1.3 that is more efficient for adaptive
usage. Then we discuss generalized singular value decomposition. Theory of
ellipsoidal approximation of dynamic systems both with and without control.
sections 4.3- 4.4.
The arguments presented in section 5.1 are used to develop our new scheme.
The techniques used for computing the defect estimates are described by a
list of algorithms given in section 5.2. Step by step implementation of our
scheme is explained in section 5.3 whereas a flow diagram of the presented
scheme is shown in section 5.4.
In chapter 6, numerical results of the new method are shown. The result-
ing enclosures of ODEs are compared with existing solvers VALENCIA-IVP,
VNODE-LP and VSPODE.
Chapter 7 will give an overview of future plan to improve the efficiency of
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DIVIS.
A sample of optimization problem consisting of a model, data and run files
required to compute defect estimates in AMPL, is shown in Appendix A.
The installation and use of DIVIS package along with a list of headers of
MATLAB routines is given in Appendix B.
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Chapter 2
Existing methods
Traditionally, validated methods use interval techniques to compute the guar-
anteed bounds enclosing the true solution of IVPs for ODEs. For that pur-
pose, a number of validated ODE solvers have been developed including
AWA, VNODE, VNODE-LP, VALENCIA, VSPODE. In this chapter we will
discuss these solvers and will explore the schemes that are implemented to
compute the validated enclosures. We will also discuss the schemes presented
by Chernousko andKuhn to computed state enclosures of solution of IVPs
in ODEs.
2.1 Preliminaries
In this section, we will discuss some important terminologies required to
explain the techniques used in existing solvers.
QR decomposition
A QR decomposition of a real nonsingular m× n matrix A is given by
A = QR,
where Q ∈ Rm×m is an orthogonal matrix (that is QTQ = QQT = I ) and
R ∈ Rm×n is an upper triangular matrix [28, p. 223] . More generally, a
complex m × n matrix A, with m ≥ n can be factorized as the product of
an m ×m unitary matrix Q (that is Q∗Q = QQ∗ = I,, Q∗ is the conjugate
transpose of Q) and an m × n upper triangular matrix R. As the bottom
(m− n) rows of an m × n upper triangular matrix consist entirely of zeros,
it is often useful to partition R, or both R and Q.:
A = QR = Q
[
R1
0
]
=
[
Q1, Q2
] [R1
0
]
= Q1R1,
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where R1 is an n×n upper triangular matrix, Q1 is m×n, Q2 is m×(m−n),
and Q1 and Qs2 both have orthogonal columns. factorization of A.
Mean-value form
If F : Rn → R is continuously differentiable on D ⊆ Rn and a ⊆ D, then for
any y and b ∈ a,
F (y) ∈ Fm(a, b) := F (b) + F ′(a)(a− b) (2.1)
The expression F (b) + F ′(a)(a− b) is called the mean value form of F [63,
p. 47].
Automatic Differentiation
Automatic differentiation (AD), sometimes alternatively called algorithmic
differentiation, is a technique to evaluate the derivatives of a function defined
by a computer program.
Dependence Problem
If an interval occurs several times in a calculation using parameters, and each
occurrence is taken independently then this can lead to an unwanted expan-
sion of the resulting intervals known as dependence problem. For example,
computing F (y) = y2+y without the power rules where y = [−1, 1], results
into
y2 + y = [−1, 1]2 + [−1, 1] = [0, 1] + [−1, 1] = [−1, 2].
The correct results is [−1/4, 2]. This excess width is dependence problem [33].
If an interval variable appears only once in an expression no widening of the
interval occurs. This problem can be resolved by reformulating function F
as F (y) =
(
y + 1
2
)2 − 1
4
. So the suitable interval calculation is
(
[−1, 1] + 1
2
)2
− 1
4
=
[
−1
2
,
3
2
]2
− 1
4
=
[
0,
9
4
]
− 1
4
=
[
−1
4
, 2
]
Taylor Models
A Taylor model of a function F on some interval y consists of the Taylor poly-
nomial Tn of order n of F and an interval remainder term In, which encloses
the approximation error |F − Tn| on y. In computations that involve F , the
function is replaced by Tn + In. The polynomial part is propagated by sym-
bolic calculations where possible. The interval remainder term is processed
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according to the rules of interval arithmetic. All truncation and roundoff er-
rors in intermediate operations are also enclosed into the remainder interval
of the final result [80].
Consider the initial value problem (IVP)
y′(t) = F (t, y), y(t0) ∈ y0, t ∈ [t0, tm] (2.2)
with t0, tm ∈ R, F ∈ Cp−1(D), p ≥ 2, D ⊆ Rn is open, F : D → Rn, y ∈
R
n,y0 ⊆ D.
Most validated methods are based on the combination of following two algo-
rithms.
Algorithm I: (Existence and enclosure) Find a step size h and a coarse
enclosure interval yi ⊆ D such that for t ∈ ti := [ti, ti+1], the solution y(t)
exists and satisfies y(t) ∈ yi.
Algorithm II: (Tightening) Compute a tight enclosure yi+1 for y(t) at t =
ti+1 such that yi+1 ⊆ yi.
2.2 AWA(Anfangswertaufgabe)
Historically, AWA was one of the most important packages to compute guar-
anteed enclosures for the solution of ordinary IVP. This was written in Pascal-
XSC, and was presented by Lohner [53, 51]. This is a one step method and
proves existence and uniqueness of the solution by using Picard iteration and
gives a rough enclosure of the solution. In order to compute correct enclo-
sures of the solution, a mean value method and the Taylor expansion on a
variational equation is applied on global errors. Wrapping effect is reduced by
using coordinate transformations and intersecting different enclosures. The
efficiency of AWA is affected by Algorithm I which is limited to the Euler
step size.
Let
yi+1 = yi + hφ(yi) + εi+1 (2.3)
be the exact solution, that is yi+1 = y(ti+1), εi+1 be the exact local discretiza-
tion error with y(0) = y0 + ε0 , where ε0 is an error in the initial value and
φ be the Picard Lindelo¨f operator given by
φ(y)(t) = y0 +
∫ t
0
F (τ, y(τ))dτ (2.4)
applied to validate the existence and uniqueness of the solution with
yi+1 = φ(yi) ⊆ yi. (2.5)
Let ε0, ε1, · · · εi+1 be independent variables. Then (2.3) can be defined as the
function
yi+1 := yi+1(ε0, ε1, · · · , εi+1) (2.6)
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of i + 2 independent variables. Since the exact values of such local dis-
cretization variables are not known, therefore, these variables are enclosed
by intervals εk. The enclosure yi+1 of the solution y(t) at t = ti+1 is com-
puted by evaluating (2.6) over εk. These enclosures of the local errors are
computed by using Taylor expansion at t = ti. This results into the solution
y at ti as a Taylor polynomial of degree p− 1, and the local error εi+1 as the
remainder term of order n.
εi+1 =
hp
p!
y(p)(τi+1), τi+1 ∈ (ti, ti+1). (2.7)
The pth derivative of y can be computed by applying automatic differen-
tiation. If the enclosure yi+1 of y exists, then the enclosure εi+1 can be
computed. The first enclosure can be roughly computed by applying (2.4)
and (2.5). The enclosure of the solution can be obtained by evaluating (2.3),
or (2.6) over these intervals. But this enclosure may be wide. To resolve this
problem, a mean value form is applied to (2.3).
For that purpose, let ξi+1 = (ε0, ε1, · · · , εi+1) and δk ∈ εk be arbitrary point
for k = 0, 1, · · · , i+ 1, say mid point. Then a mean value form is applied on
the interval extension of (2.3), and is given as,
yi+1 = y˜i+1 +
i+1∑
k=0
∂yi+1
∂εk
(ξi+1)(εk − δk), (2.8)
where y˜i+1 = yi+1(δ0, δ1, · · · , δi+1) is an approximation of y(ti+1) with y˜0 =
δ0 + y0, δk ∈ εk and
y˜i+1 = y˜i + hφ(y˜i) + δi+1 ∈ y˜i + hφ(y˜i) + εi+1. (2.9)
(2.8) can be written in this form
yi+1 = y˜i+1 + γi+1, (2.10)
where y˜i+1 is an approximate solution and γi+1 is the global error. The
quality of the bounds can be improved by suitable choice of evaluation of the
sum γi+1. Let Ai = I + hφ
′(yi). Following are some possibilities to evaluate
the sum γi+1.
• Interval vector: Combining this sum γi+1 into one interval vector
γ0 := ε0 − δ0, γi+1 ∈ γi+1 := Aiγi + εi+1 − δi+1, i ≥ 0 (2.11)
results into sharp bounds. But the bounds grow rapidly in case of
oscillating solutions. This problem can be resolved by using coordinate
transformation. In that case the sum γi+1 is combined with an interval
vector γˆi+1 and a regular matrix Bi+1 as
γ0 = B0γˆ0, B0 := I, γˆ0 := ε0 − δ0,
γi+1 = Bi+1γˆi+1,
γˆi+1 := (B
−1
i+1AiBi)γˆi +B
−1
i+1(εi+1 − δi+1), i ≥ 0. (2.12)
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• Parallelepiped: When Bi+1 ∈ AiBi for i ≥ 0 in (2.12), the enclosure
of such type forms a parallelepiped in general. But this method fails if
the matrix B−1i+1 becomes ill conditioned due to large interval of inte-
gration. This happens in the case of the linear systems with constant
coefficients whose eigenvalues have different real parts.
• QR− decomposition: If the matrix Bi+1 is orthogonal, then the solu-
tion is certainly bounded to the moving orthogonal coordinate system.
Let Bi+1 := Qi+1, where B˜i+1 ≈ Qi+1Ri+1 is a QR−factorization and
B˜i+1 ∈ AiBi. In this linear transformation, γi+1 is enclosed in a rotated
rectangle. Prior to QR−factorization, columns of B˜i+1 are reordered
according to their Euclidean length by applying pivoting method.
Another way of computing γi+1 is the combination of all methods mentioned
above. Let
γˆ
(1)
0 = γˆ
(2)
0 = ε0 − δ0, B0 := I,
γˆ
(1)
i+1 = Aiγˆ
(1)
i + εi+1 − δi+1, i ≥ 0,
γˆ
(2)
i+1 = (B
−1
i+1AiBi)γˆ
(2)
i +B
−1
i+1(εi+1 − δi+1), i ≥ 0. (2.13)
Then
γi+1 = Bi+1(γˆ
(2)
i+1 ∩B−1i+1γˆ(1)i+1) ∩ (γˆ(1)i+1 ∩Bi+1γˆ(2)i+1). (2.14)
Since the solution (2.10) is the combination of approximation and global
error, therefore, the accuracy of the enclosure can be improved by computing
the approximate solution y˜i+1 with high accuracy.
2.3 VNODE (Validated Numerical ODE)
VNODE is an object-oriented, C++ package designed to compute validated
solution of IVP for ODEs. It is built on the automatic differentiation (AD)
packages TADIFF and FADBAD. TADIFF is used to produce Taylor co-
efficients with respect to time t for the solutions of an ODE and its as-
sociated variational equation that is generated by FADBAD. VNODE and
FADBAD/TADIFF are built on top of the interval arithmetic package PRO-
FIL/BIAS [37]. We will discuss the methods employed in VNODE. These
methods are based on interval Taylor series (ITS) and interval Hermite-
Obreschkoff (IHO) schemes and involve Taylor expansion with respect to
time t.
VNODE computes the validated enclosures yi, i = 1, 2, · · · , m to the solution
of (2.2) at t0 < t1 < · · · , tm such that
y(ti; t0,y0) ⊆ yi for i = 1, 2, · · · , m.
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Such enclosures are computed in two phases namely, Algorithm 1 and Algo-
rithm 2.
Now we discuss automatic generation of Taylor coefficients (TCs) and the
methods to implement Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. The method for com-
puting TCs deals with autonomous form of 2.2, that is
y′(t) = F (y), y0 ∈ y0. (2.15)
Denote the Taylor coefficients by
F [0](y) = y,
F [j](y) =
1
j
(∂F [j−1]
∂y
F
)
y for j ≥ 1.
Then for the IVP (2.15), the jth Taylor coefficient of its solution y(ti) = yi
becomes
y(j)(ti)
j!
= F [j](yi).
These coefficients are compute by using automatic differentiation (AD) pack-
ages TADIFF and FADBAD++. If the input is an interval vector, then inter-
val Taylor coefficients are generated. By using Algorithm 1, a priori bound
can be computed by applying Picard Lindelo¨f operator (2.4) and Banach
fixed point theorem but with disadvantage of step size restriction. To enable
the larger step size, a higher-order enclosure (HOE) method is implemented
by Algorithm I as follows.
Validating existence and uniqueness:
If yi is in the interior of the y˜i and
yi +
k−1∑
j=1
(t− ti)jF [j](yi) + (t− ti)kF [k](y˜i) ⊆ y˜i (2.16)
(k ≥ 1) for all t ∈ [ti ti+1] and all yi ∈ yi then there exists a unique solution
to (2.2) and y(ti) = yi for all yi ∈ yi and
y(t; ti, yi) ∈ yi +
k−1∑
j=1
(t− ti)jF [j](yi) + (t− ti)kF [k](y˜i)
for all t ∈ [ti ti+1] and all yi ∈ yi.
Computing tighter enclosure:
Tight enclosures can be computed by using ITS and HOE methods.
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• ITS method. Using y˜i, tighter enclosure y˜i+1 is computed satisfying
(2.2). Consider a Taylor series expansion,
y˜i+1 := y˜i +
k−1∑
j=1
hjiF
[j](y˜i) + h
k
i F
[k](y˜i)
(hi = ti+1 − ti), that contain the true solution but with increase in
width of yi+1, that is
w(yi+1) ≥ w(yi), and usually w(yi+1) > w(yi),
even if the solutions are contracting. Therefore, mean-value evaluation
is applied. Then
yi +
k−1∑
j=1
hjiF
[j](yi) + h
k
i F
[k](y˜i) ⊆ yˆi +
k−1∑
j=1
hjiF
[j](yˆi) + h
k
i F
[k](y˜i)
+
{
In +
k−1∑
j=1
hji
∂F [j]
∂y
(yi)
}
(yi − yˆi),
(2.17)
where I is an n × n identity matrix. The above Jacobians can be
evaluated by using FADBAD++ package. (2.17) can be written as
yi+1 := ui+1 + ξi+1 + Si(yi − yˆi), (2.18)
where ui+1 = yˆi +
∑k−1
j=1 h
j
iF
[j](yˆi) is a point approximation, ξi+1 =
hki F
[k](y˜i) is an enclosure of the truncation error and Si(yi − yˆi), is an
enclosure of the global error propagated to ti+1 with
Si = I +
k−1∑
j=1
hji
∂F [j]
∂y
(yi).
Since the roundoff error in the above computation is enclosed, the en-
closure on the true solution is rigorous.
The higher order terms in Taylor series expansion yield overestima-
tion. Therefore, the tight bounds for nonlinear ODEs with initial set
yi cannot be computed unless this set is sufficiently small. But there
is no overestimation in the Jacobian evaluation of linear ODEs. The
overestimation also arises because of wrapping effect originating from
the the product Si(yi − yˆi). That wrapping effect can be reduced us-
ing parallelepiped method. But it breaks down due to the inverse of
a matrix. Lohner QR− decomposition with B˜i+1 = m(AiBi) reduces
the wrapping effect.
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• Interval Hermite-Obreschkoff (IHO) method [73]. This method
consists of a predictor phase and a corrector phase. An enclosure y0i
of the solution at t = ti is computed in a predictor phase that is later
used in a corrector phase to compute a tighter enclosure yi ⊆ y0i at ti.
This method is based on the formula
q∑
j=0
(−1)jcq,pj hjiF [j](yi+1) =
p∑
j=0
cp,qj h
j
iF
[j](yi)
+(−1)q q!p!
(p+ q)!
hki F
[k](y; ti, ti+1),
(2.19)
where k = p+ q + 1,
cq,pj =
q!(q + p− j)!
(p+ q)!(q − j)! (q, p and j ≥ 0),
yi = y(ti; t0, y0), and yi+1 = y(ti+1; t0, y0).
For q > 0, (2.19), becomes implicit and y0i is tightened by applying
Newton-like step. The wrapping effect is reduced by QR−factorization
method.
For the same step size and order, this method is more stable than that of
ITS method and produces small local error with fewer Jacobian evaluation.
2.4 VNODE-LP
Validated ODE solvers compute the guaranteed bounds of the solutions by
first verifying the existence and uniqueness of the solution and then pro-
ducing tight enclosures of the true solution. But it needs to verify that the
implementation of the method is correct and it produces rigorous bounds.
For that purpose, Nedialkov developed a rigorous solver VNODE-LP by
reimplementing VNODE (with some algorithmic improvements) with literate
programming [38, 39]. The advantage of using LP is that one can split an
algorithm into small pieces to make an easy to understand documentation
and verifiable implementation at each step. This solver tries to compute the
enclosures of the solution of (2.2) at tm but if the bounds become too wide at,
then it returns the bounds at some t1 ∈ [t0, tm]. This is also based on Taylor
series and Hermite-Obreschkoff methods. It is a fixed ordered method. The
default order is set to 20 but can be varied between 20 and 30 depending
upon the systems to be solved. The stepsize varies to in order to keep the
estimate of the local excess per unit step below a user specified tolerance. It
works well for the system of ODES with point initial conditions or narrow
initial boxes. It produces Taylor coefficients and Jacobian of Taylor coeffi-
cients by applying AD. LAPACK and BLAS are used for non rigorous linear
algebra.
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2.5 VSPODE (Validating Solver for Paramet-
ric ODEs)
Traditional methods compute tight enclosures of ODEs having uncertain ini-
tial conditions. But due to interval dependence problem, parametric uncer-
tainty in ODEs yields wider enclosures. This problem is resolved when these
parameters are treated as additional state variables resulting into more com-
putational cost due to wrapping. VSPODE presents a scheme to compute
solution enclosures by applying the Taylor model integration. Consider the
IVP,
y′(t) = F (y, θ), y(t0) = y0 ∈ y0, θ ∈ θ, (2.20)
where t ∈ [t0, tm], for some tm > t0, y0 ∈ Rn, θ ∈ Rp, θ is a parameter.
F : Rn ×Rp → Rn is (k− 1)− times continuously differentiable with respect
to the state variables y on Rn, and (q+1)− times continuously differentiable
with respect to the parameters on Rp. k is the order of truncation error in
the ITS method to be used and q is the order of the Taylor model to be used
that represents dependence on the uncertain quantities (parameters and/or
initial conditions).
To validate the existence and uniqueness of the solution, ITS method
with respect to time t is applied to (2.20) with same approach as in case of
VNODE. But computation of tight enclosure involve Taylor models
used to deal with uncertain parameters and initial conditions.
Consider the Taylor models representation of uncertain parameters y0 ∈ y0
and θ ∈ θ0 as follows.
y0 ∈ Ty0 = m(y0) + (y0 −m(y0)) + [0, 0]n
and
θ ∈ Tθ = m(θ0) + (θ −m(θ0)) + [0, 0]p,
where [0, 0]n is the n vector with all components [0, 0].
Let y(t; t0, y0, θ) be the solution to (2.20) and at t = ti
y(ti; t0, y0, θ) ∈ pi(y0, θ) + νi, (2.21)
where pi : R
n+p → Rn is a polynomial in y0 and θ of some degree, say l and
νi ∈ IRn. This means that there is Taylor model at ti. Now at ti+1 for any
yi ∈ pi(y0, θ) + νi and any θ ∈ Tθ,
y(ti+1; t0, y0, θ) ∈
k−1∑
j=0
hjiF
[j](yi, θ) + h
k
iF
[k](y˜i, θ)
⊆
k−1∑
j=0
hjiF
[j](pi + νi, Tθ) + ωi+1, (2.22)
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where the Taylor coefficients F [j] are functions of both y and θ and can be
expressed as
(yi)0 = F
[0](yi, θ) = yi,
(yi)1 = F
[1](yi, θ) = F (yi, θ),
(yi)j = F
[j](yi, θ) =
1
j
(∂F [j−1]
∂y
F
)
(yi, θ) for j ≥ 2.
ωi+1 = h
k
i F
[k](y˜i, θ), in which y˜i is a priori enclosure over [ti ti+1]. The term
ωi+1 is computed with HOE method. The Taylor coefficients F
[j] for j =
1, · · · , k − 1, can be enclosed by applying Taylor model arithmetic using
TADIFF and FADBAD++.
To evaluate F [j] with pi and Tθ, mean-value theorem is applied to (2.22) as
follows:
y(ti+1; t0, y0, θ) ∈
k−1∑
j=0
hjiF
[j](pi, Tθ) + ωi+1 +
( k−1∑
j=0
hji
∂F [j]
∂y
(yi, θ)
)
νi. (2.23)
While evaluating
∑k−1
j=0 h
j
iF
[j](pi, Tθ), a polynomial pi+1(y0, θ) of degree l can
be constructed to enclose the resulting higher order terms. Including this
enclosure and ωi+1 in an interval vector ui+1, gives
k−1∑
j=0
hjiF
[j](pi, Tθ) + ωi+1 ⊆ pi+1(y0, θ) + ui+1. (2.24)
Let
Vi =
k−1∑
j=0
hji
∂F [j]
∂y
(yi, θ)
then (2.23) and (2.24) imply that
y(ti+1; t0, y0, θ) ∈ pi+1(y0, θ) + ui+1 + Viνi. (2.25)
The product Viνi results into a wrapping effect that can be reduced by
replacing (2.21) with the representation
{pi(y0, θ) +Bis|y0 ∈ y0, θ ∈ θ, s ∈ si},
where Bi ∈ Rn×n is a nonsingular and si ∈ Rn, as an enclosure on the solution
set at ti. Then (2.25) becomes
y(ti+1; t0, y0, θ) ∈ pi+1(y0, θ) + ui+1 + (ViBi)si.
For the next step, Bi+1 and si+1 are computed as in Lohner’s method.
VSPODE evaluates the Jacobian of F [j] over yi (in this case θ) like in tradi-
tional methods and wrapping is treated in the same way as that in Lohner’s
method resulting into same global error propagated like in traditional meth-
ods.
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2.6 VALENCIA-IVP
ValEncIA-IVP, VALidation of state EnClosures using Interval Arithmetic for
IVPs computes the validated state enclosures for the system of ODEs with
uncertain initial conditions and parameters. The basic idea is to compute non
validated approximate solution of IVPs and the corresponding guaranteed
error bounds. These bounds are determined by interval arithmetic fixed
point iteration. Consider the IVP in the form of time dependent ODEs
y′s(t) = Fs(ys(t), p(t), t), (2.26)
ys(0) = ys0 = [ys0
, ys0 ], p(t) = [p(t), p(t)], (2.27)
where ys(t) ∈ Rns is a state vector, p(t) ∈ Rnp is a vector of uncertain
parameters, and Fs : D → Rns, D ⊂ Rns ×Rnp ×R1 is nonlinear state-space
representation. The variation rates
∆p(t) ∈ ∆p(t) : = [∆p(t),∆p(t)] (2.28)
of time dependent system parameters p(t) are described by additional ODEs
p′(t) = ∆p(t), (2.29)
where p(t) and ∆p(t) are bounded. Combining (2.26) and (2.29) into a single
set of ODEs, the IVP becomes
y′(t) = F (y(t), t) =
(
Fs(ys(t), p(t), t)
∆p(t)
)
, y(0) = ys0 = [ys0
, ys0 ]
(2.30)
with the extended state vector
y(t) =
(
ys(t)
p(t)
)
∈ Rn, n = ns + np
containing the original system states ys(t) and time varying system parame-
ters p(t) with F : D → Rn, D ⊂ Rn × R1.
Now suppose that
yencl(t) = u(t) + ε(t), (2.31)
where yencl(t) is the validated enclosure of all reachable states consisting of an
arbitrary non-validated approximate solution u(t) of (2.30) and guaranteed
error bounds ε(t) which are determined by the following two stage procedure.
Stage 1. Computing the time derivatives ε′(t) of error term by applying
iteration formula
ε′(k+1)(t) = y
′(k)
encl(t)− u′(t)
= F (y
(k)
encl(t), t)− u′(t)
= F (u(t) + ε(k)(t), t)− u′(t)
= r(ε(k)(t), t). (2.32)
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According to fixed point theorem, this iteration converges to a verified enclo-
sure of ε′(t), if ε′(k+1)(t) ⊆ ε′(k)(t) holds for 0 ≤ t ≤ tm = T . The iteration
(2.32) is continued until ε′(k+1)(t) ≈ ε′(k)(t).
Stage 2. Replacing the verified integration of ε′(k+1)(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T, with
respect to time according to
ε(k+1)(T ) ⊆ ε(k+1)(0) +
∫ T
0
ε′(k+1)(τ)dτ
= ε(k+1)(0) +
∫ T
0
r(ε(k)(τ), τ)dτ
by the guaranteed bound
ε(k+1)(T ) ⊆ ε(k+1)(0) + T · r([0;T ], ε(k)([0;T ])). (2.33)
The choice of ε(0) must satisfy y0 ⊆ u(0) + ε(0).
Now we will discuss the key components of VALENCIA-IVP including com-
putation of suitable approximate solution and the techniques for the reduc-
tion of the overestimation in (2.32).
A non-validated approximation yi, i = 1, · · · , m of the original IVP with
y0 = mid(y0), tm = T can be computed either analytically or numerically.
For higher dimensions, numerical approach is suitable. The iterative formula
(2.32) requires the analytic expression for u(t) and u′(t) which is determined
by minimization of the distance measure between numerically determined
points yi and the approximate solution u(t) of the IVP.
D =
m∑
i=1
‖(yi − u(ti))‖22 .
Linear interpolations
u(t) = yi +
yi+1 − yi
ti+1 − ti .(t− ti) (2.34)
with the time derivative
u′(t) =
yi+1 − yi
ti+1 − ti (2.35)
for ti ≤ t ≤ ti+1, i = 1, · · · , m − 1 lead to good results. yi is computed by
an explicit Euler method with constant step size.
The iteration (2.32) is initialized by choosing the interval enclosures ε(t) and
ε′(t) satisfying y0 ⊆ u(0) + ε(0). The evaluation of (2.32) is continued until
ε′(1)(t) ⊆ ε′(0)(t). Otherwise, initial guesses for ε(t) and ε′(t) are modified.
Convergence of the iteration is improved by splitting the time interval [0;T ]
into small subintervals and then (2.33) becomes
ε(k+1)(ti+1) = ε
(k+1)(0) +
i∑
j=0
(ti+1 − tj).r([tj ti+1], ε(k)([tj ti+1])) (2.36)
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for all ti, i = 1, · · · , m− 1.
Overestimation produced by natural interval evaluation of (2.32) can be re-
duced by applying a mean-value theorem to (2.32)
r(a) ∈ r(ax) + ∂r
∂a
∣∣∣
a=a
.(a− ax) for all a ∈ a, (2.37)
where
a =
(
ε(ti)
[ti ti+1]
)
and ax = mid(a). (2.38)
The intersection of natural interval evaluation with mean-value rule evalua-
tion results into the tightest possible bounds.
Further reduction in overestimation can be made by applying amonotonic-
ity test . For example, inf
(
∂ri
∂aj
)
> 0, j = 1, · · · , n+1, a can be replaced by
aj to compute the infimum of the range of ri over a and by aj to compute
its supremum.
VALENCIA-IVP implements consistency test to reduce the overestima-
tion. The purpose of this test is to detect and eliminate the inconsistent
subintervals of the state enclosure yencl(t) originated from overestimation.
2.7 Ku¨hn’s rigorous error bounds
W. Ku¨hn [43] developed a method to compute the rigorous error bounds
of ODEs. The method was based on the defect estimates. We discuss this
method in some detail.
Consider a C2 function F : D → Rn, D ⊆ Rn is open. The IVP on a given
interval [0, T ] is given by
y′(t) = F (y(t)), y(0) ∈ η + Σ (2.39)
with η+Σ as an initial compact set. The variational and the adjoint equations
are
Y ′(t) = DFy(t)Y (t), Y (0) = I, (2.40)
Z ′(t) = −Z(t)DFy(t), Z(0) = I, (2.41)
respectively.
The rigorous error estimates can be found by computing the defect estimates
of the approximate solution of (2.39), (2.40) and (2.41) and estimating the
second derivative of F .
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For this, let u, U and W be the approximate solutions of (2.39), (2.40) and
(2.41) respectively with u(0) = η, U(0) = I =W (0). The defects of u, U and
W are defined by
δu(t) = u′(t)− F (u(t)),
δU(t) = U ′(t)−DFu(t)U(t),
δW (t) = W ′(t) +W (t)DFu(t).
The suitable norms required to estimate the second derivative of F, and for
functions φ ∈ C([0, T ],Rn) are chosen as:
For fixed vector x ∈ Rn, the second derivative D2Fx of F at x is a bilinear
map, and the induced operator norm is
‖D2Fx‖ = max
i
∑
j,k
|∂
2Fi(x)
∂xj∂xk
|.
For functions φ ∈ C([0, T ],Rn), the Lp norm
‖φ‖1 =
∫ h
0
‖φ(t)‖dt, (2.42)
and the maximum norm
‖φ‖ = max
t∈[0,T ]
‖φ(t)‖. (2.43)
are used. (2.42) and (2.43) imply that
‖φ‖1 ≤ h‖φ‖.
Now since the solutionW of the adjoint equation is the inverse of the solution
U of the variational equation, therefore W can be used to approximate U−1.
Following theorem by Ku¨hn justifies this argument.
2.7.1 Theorem. Let s be a positive number such that
‖δWU‖1 + ‖WδU‖1 ≤ s
(s+ 1)2
.
Then U(t) is invertible on [0, T ] and
‖U−1(t)−W (t)‖ ≤ s‖W (t)‖. (2.44)
Using (2.44), we see that
‖U−1(t)−W (t)‖ ≤ ‖U−1(t)‖ − ‖W (t)‖ ≤ s‖W (t)‖
or
‖U−1‖ ≤ (s+ 1)‖W (t)‖.
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Now consider the linearization of y(t, y0) about y0 = η
y(t, y0) = y(t, η) + Y (t, η)(y0 − η) +O(y0 − η)2. (2.45)
Replacing y(t, η) and Y (t, η) by the corresponding approximate solution,
(2.45)
y(t, y0) ≈ u(t) + U(t)(y0 − η).
Following is the Theorem 1 by Ku¨hn which gives the rigorous error bounds
of ODEs. Here ‖δu‖1, ‖δU‖1 are the defects of u and U .
2.7.2 Theorem. Let α > 0, γ be the radius of Σ, and let β be such that
‖D2Fx‖ ≤ β for all x in the neighborhood χ of the graph of u defined by
χ = {u(t) + v : t ∈ [0, T ] and ‖v‖ ≤ ‖U(t)‖(α + γ)}. (2.46)
If U(t) is invertible on [0, T ], and
‖U−1‖(‖δu‖1 + ‖δU‖1(α + γ) + 1
2
β‖U‖22(α+ γ)2) ≤ α, (2.47)
then (2.39) has a solution on [0, T ] for all y0 ∈ η + Σ, and
‖y(t, y0)− u(t)− U(t)(y0 − η)‖ ≤ α‖U(t)‖. (2.48)
Ku¨hn estimated the defects involved in (2.47) by computing higher order
derivatives which is a difficult task.
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Chapter 3
Chernousko’s error bounds for
linear ODEs
Different schemes have been developed to compute the guaranteed state es-
timation for uncertain dynamic systems but ellipsoidal approximation is the
most efficient technique. The advantages of this method include explicit rep-
resentation of resultant estimates, smooth boundaries of domain, possibility
of optimization, developing algorithms, etc. In this method, reachable sets
are approximated by means of ellipsoids. Different properties of reachable
sets were explored and applied by Krasovsky [40, 41], Kurzhanski [44],
Lee & Markus [47]. Ellipsoidal approximations of these sets in state space
were discussed by Bertsekas [7], Kurzhanski [44], Schweppe [97, 98],
Schlaepfer & Schweppe [95]. Chernousko also presented a method to
approximate the reachable sets of uncertain dynamic systems by means of
ellipsoids. He applied two sided (inner and outer) ellipsoidal approximations
that are optimal with respect to their volume. In this chapter, we will present
a review some part of Chernousko [16] including sections 5,6 and 8.
3.1 Reachable sets
Reachable sets play an important role in control theory. A number of basic
problems of this theory can be solved in terms of reachable sets such as guar-
anteed estimation (filtering) in dynamic systems, time-optimal control etc.
Chernousko defines reachable sets, their evolutionary property, subreachable
and superreachable sets as follows: Consider a dynamic system
y′(τ) = F (τ, y(τ)). (3.1)
Let M be a given closed set in Rn containing all possible initial states of the
system. In particular, the set M can be a point: M = {y0} where y0 is the
given initial state. Then
y(0) = y0. (3.2)
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Figure 3.2:
3.1.1 Definition. The set of the end points y(t) at t ≥ 0 of all trajectories
y(.) of (3.1) under the initial conditions y(0) ∈M is called the reachable set
of the system and is denoted by
D(t, 0,M) = Dt := {y(t) | y(0) ∈ M, y′(τ) = F (τ, y(τ)) for τ ∈ [0, t]}.(3.3)
The initial set M and the reachable set Dt are shown in Figure 3.1 for n=2.
The set Dt is the union of all sets D(t, 0, y0), where y0 ∈M.
Evolutionary Property
Reachable sets defined by the definition 3.1.1 have the following property:
Dt = D[t, τ, D(τ, 0,M)], (3.4)
where τ is any time instant, τ ∈ [0, t]. This property implies that the reach-
able set for instant t can be obtained from the same set for the instant τ by
prolongation of all trajectories, starting from the instant τ up to the instant
t.
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3.1.2 Definition. The sets D−(t) are called subreachable sets for (3.1) with
(3.2) if the following inclusion holds for all τ ∈ [0, t] :
D−(t) ⊂ D[t, τ, D−(τ)] (3.5)
and besides if
D−(0) ⊂M. (3.6)
3.1.3 Definition. The sets D+(t) are called superreachable sets for (3.1)
with (3.2) if the following inclusion holds for all τ ∈ [0, t] :
D+(t) ⊃ D[t, τ, D+(τ)] (3.7)
and besides if
D+(0) ⊃M. (3.8)
It follows from (3.4)-(3.8) that for all time instants
D−(t) ⊂ D[t, 0, D−(0)] ⊂ Dt ⊂ D[t, 0, D+(0)] ⊂ D+(t).
Therefore, the subreachable and superreachable sets provide two-sided ap-
proximations of the reachable set Dt for all t ≥ 0
D−(t) ⊂ Dt ⊂ D+(t). (3.9)
3.2 Ellipsoidal approximation of reachable sets
Several approaches can be used to obtain reachable sets that produce accu-
rate approximation such as polyhedral approximation by means of support
function yields accurate approximation but this is computationally expensive.
The approximation made by canonical shapes like rectangular parallelepiped
and ellipsoid needs limited number of parameters (only n+ n(n+ 1/2)) and
produce finite approximate error that cannot be reduced. But this approach
is applicable. Ellipsoidal estimation of reachable sets is an efficient technique
where as rectangular parallelepiped are not invariant with respect to linear
transformation.
Chernousko defines an ellipsoid by the following inequality
E(a,Q) := {y : (y − a)TQ−1(y − a) ≤ 1}, (3.10)
where a ∈ Rn is the center of ellipsoid, Q ∈ Rn×n is a symmetric positive
definite and invertible matrix.
The matrix Q can be diagonalized by rotating the coordinate axes so that
these axes become parallel to the principal axes of the ellipsoid. That is
Q = diag(Q11, · · · , Qnn).
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Then (3.10) is reduced to
n∑
i=1
Q−1ii (xi − ai)2 =
n∑
i=1
(xi − ai)2/c2i ≤ 1,
where ci are the semiaxes of the ellipsoid. That is
Qii = c
2
i , i = 1, · · · , n. (3.11)
If one of the two matrices Q or Q−1 is not positive definite, say Q, then some
of the principal axes of the ellipsoid are zero. Then the ellipsoid degenerates
because the volume becomes zero in that case. For example, a disk in three
dimensional space. In case when Q−1 is not positive definite, then the some
of the principal axes become infinite and the volume of the ellipsoid is also
infinite. A cylinder is an example of such type of degenerated ellipsoid.
If Q→ 0, then the corresponding ellipsoid degenerates into a point, that is,
E(a,Q) = x = a [16, p. 57-58].
3.2.1 Affine transformation
Let
z = Ay + b (3.12)
be an affine transformation in Rn, where A ∈ Rn×n is a nonsingular and
b ∈ Rn. It can be observed that (3.12) applied to any ellipsoid results into
an ellipsoid. To show that, choose y ∈ E(a,Q) to be an arbitrary vector and
solve (3.12) with respect to y. Put y = A−1(z − b) into (3.10) then
(A−1[z − b]− a)TQ−1(A−1[z − b]− a)
= (z −Aa− b)T ((AT )−1Q−1A−1)(z −Aa− b)
= (z − [Aa+ b])T (AQAT )−1(z − [Aa+ b]) ≤ 1,
which implies that z belongs to an ellipsoid with center at Aa + b and the
matrix AQAT . That is
z = Ay + b ∈ E(Aa + b, AQAT ), y ∈ E(a,Q). (3.13)
Rewrite (3.13),
AE(a,Q) + b = E(Aa + b, AQAT ). (3.14)
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3.2.2 Approximating the convex sets
For ellipsoidal approximation of convex sets, inner ellipsoids E− of the max-
imal volume and the outer ellipsoids E+ of the minimal volume will be used.
Following results are taken from [16, p. 62]
3.2.1 Theorem. For any bounded set D in Rn, there exists a unique ellip-
soid E+ of the minimal volume containing D, E+ ⊃ D
3.2.2 Theorem. For any close, convex set D in Rn, there exists a unique
ellipsoid E− of the maximal volume contained in D, E− ⊂ D [16, p. 62]
Chernousko forgot to mention that D must also be bounded. The outer
ellipsoid of the minimal volume E+ and the inner ellipsoid of the maximal
volume E− can be found by computing the vector a and the symmetric
positive definite matrices Q satisfying the conditions
D ⊂ E(a,Q) = E+, detQ→ min, (3.15)
D ⊃ E(a,Q) = E−, detQ→ max . (3.16)
According to Theorem 3.2.1, (3.15) has unique solution for any bounded set
D, and Theorem 3.2.2 implies that (3.16) has the unique solution for any
closed, convex set, bounded D.
3.3 Sum of ellipsoids
Let
E(a1, Q1) : (y − a1)TQ−11 (y − a1) ≤ 1,
E(a2, Q2) : (y − a2)TQ−12 (y − a2) ≤ 1 (3.17)
be two ellipsoids in n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn, where a ∈ Rn be
the centers of ellipsoids, Q ∈ Rn×n be symmetric positive definite matrices,
i = 1, 2.
Then the Minkowski sum of above two ellipsoids (3.17) is the set of all
points y such that y = y1 + y2, where y1 and y2 belong to the ellipsoids of
the equation (3.17), that is,
y = y1 + y2 ∈ S = E(a1, Q1) + E(a2, Q2),
y1 ∈ E(a1, Q1), y2 ∈ E(a2, Q2). (3.18)
The set S is bounded, closed, and convex, but, in general it is not an ellipsoid.
For example, for n = 2, if both ellipsoids degenerate into segments such that
one segment of each ellipsoid has zero length and the center of the segments
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coincide with the origin of coordinates y = 0, then the sum (3.18) of the
segments results into a parallelogram with sides parallel to the segments.
Following statement comes from [16, p. 70]
3.3.1 Problem. Find the ellipsoid E(a−, Q−) of the maximal volume con-
tained in sum of two ellipsoids (3.18), that is, an ellipsoid such that
E(a−, Q−) ⊂ S, detQ− → max . (3.19)
Theorem 3.2.2 implies that (3.19) has a unique solution. This is true in only
when one of the ellipsoids say E(a1, Q1) degenerates. That is the matrix
Q1, is non-negative definite, whereas the other matrix Q2 of the ellipsoid
E(a2, Q2) is positive definite.
3.3.1 Simultaneous diagonalization of quadratic forms
Let the vectors zi be given by the equalities
zi = A(yi − ai), i = 1, 2. (3.20)
[16, p. 70] choses the matrix A to be nonsingular so that both matrices of
the ellipsoids in (3.18) can be diagonalized. This is possible because one of
the matrices, namely Q2 is positive definite. (3.20) implies that
yi − ai = A−1zi, i = 1, 2. (3.21)
Using (3.21) in (3.17), it can be seen that
zTi (AQiA
T )−1zi ≤ 1, i = 1, 2. (3.22)
Both equations (3.22) are reduced to the canonical form if
AQiA
T = Di, i = 1, 2, (3.23)
where D1 and D2 are diagonal matrices with elements
Di = diag(c
i
1, · · · , cin), i = 1, 2,
c1j ≥ 0, c2j ≥ 0, j = 1, · · · , n. (3.24)
To find the matrix A, we consider the eigen value problem
Q1y = λQ2y, (3.25)
where λ is an eigen value. Using the result from [103, p. 277],
det(Q1 − λQ2) = 0. (3.26)
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The characteristic equation (3.26) involves only λ not eigen vectors say x.
Suppose λj are the roots (3.26). Then for each λj , solve
(Q1 − λQ2)xj = 0 or Q1xj = λjQ2xj (3.27)
Some of the roots λ may be multiple but for each multiplicity l there exists
exactly l linearly independent eigenvectors zj [29]. If the eigenvalues λj are
taken according to their multiplicity then there will be always n eigenval-
ues λj and n linearly independent eigenvectors x
j . The matrix A can be
represented by
AT = {x1, · · · , xn}. (3.28)
Here xj are the eigen vectors. The diagonal matrices are equal to
D1 = diag(λ1, · · · , λn), D2 = I. (3.29)
Note: Coordinate transformation represented by A multiplies all volumes by
the same constant, hence solving the minimization problem in transformed
coordinates solves the original problem.
Assume that the matrix A of (3.20) satisfies (3.23). Then (3.18) and (3.21)
imply that
y = y1 + y2 = a1 + a2 + A
−1(y1 + y2). (3.30)
Since the vectors y1 and y2 belong to the ellipsoids in (3.18), the vectors z1
and z2 belong to the respective ellipsoids (3.22). Therefore the vectors z1
and z2 belong to the set Sz, which is the Minkowski sum of ellipsoids (3.22).
Using (3.30), (3.22) and (3.23)
z = z1 + z2 ∈ Sz = E(0, D1) + E(0, D2), (3.31)
y = a1 + a2 + A
−1z. (3.32)
To solve the Problem 3.3.1, the sum S from (3.18) will be replaced with
the sum Sz from (3.31). Since the ellipsoids E(0, Di), i = 1, 2 in (3.31)
have common center at origin of coordinates, and diagonal matrices, so the
principal axes of these ellipsoids coincide with the coordinate axes. Therefore,
the sum Sz is a closed convex set such that all coordinate hyperplanes are
hyperplanes of symmetry.
3.3.2 Problem. Find the ellipsoid E(0, D−) of the maximal volume such
that
E(0, D−) ⊂ Sz (3.33)
holds [16, p. 72].
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D− is a diagonal matrix with positive entries given as
D− = diag(c1−, · · · , cn−), cj− > 0, j = 1, · · · , n. (3.34)
Now the positive elements of the diagonal matrix D− will be computed, such
that
Sz ⊃ E(0, D−),
n∏
j=1
cj− → max (3.35)
holds. Theorem 3.2.2 implies that (3.35) has unique solution.
Since the semiaxes of the ellipsoids E(0, Di) are equal to (c
i
j)
1/2, i = 1, 2; j =
1, · · · , n, so the convex set Sz defined by (3.31) as the sum of these ellipsoid
is the contained in parallelepiped P having semiaxes equal to the sum of the
respective semiaxes of these ellipsoids:
Sz ⊂ P, P : |zj | ≤ (c1j )1/2 + (c2j)1/2, j = 1, · · · , n. (3.36)
Let E(0, D) be an ellipsoid with same axes as that of parallelepiped and
touching it from within at points lying on the coordinate axes. It will be
proved that this ellipsoid is contained in Sz, that is,
Sz ⊃ E(0, D), D = diag(c1, · · · , cn),
cj =
(
(c1j )
1/2 + (c2j)
1/2
)2
, j = 1, · · · , n. (3.37)
Let z ∈ E(0, D) and z = z1 + z2, where zi be the vectors with following
components:
zij = (
cij
cj
)1/2zj , i = 1, 2; j = 1, · · · , n, (3.38)
with zi as the components of the vector z.
Then z ∈ E(0, D) implies that
n∑
j=1
(cj)
−1(zj)
2 ≤ 1.
This inequality when used in (3.38) results into
n∑
j=1
(cij)
−1(zij)
2 ≤ 1, i = 1, 2.
This shows that any vector z ∈ E(0, D) can be represented as the sum
z = z1 + z2, where zi ∈ E(0, Di), i = 1, 2 which proves the inclusion (3.37).
Next step is to show that the ellipsoid E(0, Di) has the maximal volume
among all ellipsoids inscribed into Sz. Since (3.36) holds therefore, one only
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needs to prove that E(0, Di) has the maximal volume amongst all ellipsoids
inscribed into parallelepiped P . When this parallelepiped is stretched along
the coordinate axes, it is transformed into the n-dimensional cube P ∗n : |yj| ≤
1, j = 1, · · · , n. This transformation reduces ellipsoid E(0, Di) from (3.38)
into unit ball |y| ≤ 1. Therefore, it only needs to show that the cube P ∗n has
maximal volume among all parallelepiped circumscribed about the unit ball
|y| ≤ 1.
This statement will be proved by applying mathematical induction with re-
spect to the space dimension n. For n = 1, it is trivial. n=2, implies that
the area of the square circumscribed about a circle is smaller than the area
of any parallelogram circumscribed about the same circle. Suppose that the
statement is true for some n. Take an arbitrary (n + 1)-dimensional paral-
lelepiped Pn+1 with (n + 1)-dimensional unit ball. The volume of Pn+1 is
equal to its height (not smaller than the diameter of the ball) multiplied by
the volume of n-dimensional parallelepiped Pn that forms the base of Pn+1.
Pn contains the n-dimensional unit ball. Since the statement is assumed to
be true for n, the volume of Pn is not smaller than the volume of the cube
P ∗n . As a result, the volume of Pn+1 is not smaller than the volume of the
cube P ∗n multiplied by the diameter of the unit ball. This product is equal
to the volume of the cube P ∗n+1. This proves the statement.
Therefore, the ellipsoid E(0, D) in (3.37) has maximal volume, that is, D− =
D. Then the solution (3.37) of (3.35) can be written as
D− = (D
1/2
1 +D
1/2
2 )
2. (3.39)
The square roots of diagonal matrices with nonnegative elements are also
diagonal matrices whose elements are equal to the square roots of the corre-
sponding elements of the original matrices.
Now take the general case by considering the original problem (3.19). The
vectors y and z are bound by the affine transformation (3.32) that converts
the sum Sz of the ellipsoids (3.31) into the sum of the ellipsoids (3.18). Since
the affine transformations do not change the ratio of the volume of any two
domains, the ellipsoid E(0, D) is transformed into the ellipsoid E(a−, Q−) of
the maximal volume contained in S. By using (3.14) and (3.32) the param-
eters of E(a−, Q−) are obtained as
a− = a1 + a2, Q− = A
−1D−(A
T )−1. (3.40)
Rewriting (3.40) for Q− by using (3.39) and (3.23), one can have
Q− = A
−1
(
(AQ1A
T )1/2 + (AQ2A
T )1/2
)2
(AT )−1. (3.41)
Here A is a nonsingular matrix of the affine transformation satisfying (3.23).
This matrix A may not be unique. At the same time, the solution of our
problem is unique and is independent of the choice of A.
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Now (3.41) is simplified for Q− by assuming A to be an arbitrary nonsingular
matrix. Since Q1 and Q2 are symmetric and Q1 is nonnegative definite,
whereas Q2 is positive definite matrix, so the matrices AQ1A
T and AQ2A
T
as well as their square roots, possess the respective properties.
The following identity holds for any function of matrices f(Z)
f(CZC−1) = Cf(Z)C−1, (3.42)
C be an arbitrary nonsingular matrix.
Take A = UB in (3.41) where U is an orthogonal matrix, UT = U−1, and
transform (3.41) using (3.42)
Q− = B
−1U−1
(
(U(BQ1B
T )U−1)1/2 + (U(BQ2B
T )U−1)1/2
)2
U(BT )−1
= B−1U−1
(
U((BQ1B
T )1/2 + (BQ2B
T )1/2)U−1
)2
U(BT )−1
= B−1
(
(BQ1B
T )1/2 + (BQ2B
T )1/2)
)2
(BT )−1. (3.43)
Comparing the latter expression for Q− with (3.41), it is observed that (3.41)
is invariant if A is replaced by UA, where U is an orthogonal matrix.
Now one can find the matrix A satisfying (3.23) as A = UQ
−1/2
2 exists.
Taking into account the invariance proved above, A = UQ
−1/2
2 is replaced in
(3.41) by A = Q
−1/2
2 , that is
Q− = Q
1/2
2
(
I + (Q
−1/2
2 Q1Q
−1/2
2 )
1/2
)2
Q
1/2
2
= Q
1/2
2
(
I +Q
−1/2
2 Q1Q
−1/2
2 + 2(Q
−1/2
2 Q1Q
−1/2
2 )
1/2
)
Q
1/2
2
= Q1 +Q2 + 2Q
1/2
2 (Q
−1/2
2 Q1Q
−1/2
2 )
1/2Q
1/2
2 . (3.44)
When both the matricesQ1 andQ2 are positive definite, then they can change
places in the last expression. Rewriting (3.40)
a− = a1 + a2,
Q− = Q1 +Q2 + 2Q
1/2
2 (Q
−1/2
2 Q1Q
−1/2
2 )
1/2Q
1/2
2
= Q1 +Q2 + 2Q
1/2
1 (Q
−1/2
1 Q2Q
−1/2
1 )
1/2Q
1/2
1 . (3.45)
This results into the following theorem.
3.3.3 Theorem. The parameters of the ellipsoid E(a−, Q−) of the maximal
volume contained in the sum S of (3.18), one of which may be degenerate
(the matrix Q1 is nonnegative definite, and the matrix Q2 is positive definite),
are given by (3.45) and (3.41). The matrix A in (3.41) satisfies (3.23). Both
equations (3.41) forQ− are equivalent if both matrices Q1 and Q2 are positive
definite. If the matrix Q1 is not positive definite, the second equation (3.45)
for Q− should be used.
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Now we discuss a particular case for the addition of the ellipsoids, when one
of the ellipsoids in (3.18) is much smaller than the other.
In this case suppose that all semiaxes of the ellipsoid E(a1, Q1) are propor-
tional to the small number , whereas the other ellipsoid E(a2, Q2) has finite
semiaxes. Let
Q1 = 
2Q01, 0 <  1, (3.46)
Q01 be a symmetric nonnegative definite matrix,  be a small parameter. As
→ 0, the ellipsoid E(a1, Q1) degenerates into a point. The matrix Q2 does
not depend on .
By inserting (3.46) into (3.41) and (3.45) for the inner ellipsoid, accuracy
upto O() is obtained
a− = a1 + a2,
Q− = Q2 + 2A
−1(AQ01A
T )1/2(AQ2A
T )1/2(AT )−1
= Q2 + 2Q
1/2
01
(
Q
−1/2
01 Q2Q
−1/2
01
)1/2
Q
1/2
01
= Q2 + 2Q
1/2
2 (Q
−1/2
2 Q01Q
−1/2
2 )
1/2Q
1/2
2 . (3.47)
Here the transformation matrix A reduces both matrices Q01 and Q2 to the
diagonal form simultaneously.
3.4 Ellipsoidal approximations for dynamic sys-
tems
In this section, the ellipsoidal approximation of the reachable sets for differ-
ential equations is discussed. Let
.
y = C(t)x+K(t)u+ F (t), (3.48)
u ∈ E[0, G(t)] (3.49)
be a vector differential equation describing a linear system with state vector
y ∈ Rn, control vector u ∈ Rm . The n-vector F (t), n× n matrix C, n×m
matrix K and the m × m matrix G are the piecewise continuous functions
of time. The initial conditions are
y(0) ∈ E(a0, Q0), (3.50)
where a0 ∈ Rn and Q0 ∈ Rn×n is a given symmetric positive define matrix.
The reachable set of (3.48) with the initial condition (3.50) is denoted by
Dt = D[t, 0, E(a0, Q0)]. (3.51)
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Now the two sided estimates on the reachable sets (3.51) by means of sub-
reachable and superreachable ellipsoids are obtained as:
E[a−(t), Q−(t)] ⊂ D[t, 0, E(a0, Q0)] ⊂ E[a+(t), Q+(t)], (3.52)
where a−(t) and a+(t) are n-vectors, Q−(t) and Q+(t) are symmetric positive
definite n × n matrices. These vectors and matrices are to be found as
functions of time for t ≥ 0.
Rewrite (3.48) and (3.49) as
.
y = C(t)y + ν, ν ∈ E[F (t), B(t)], B(t) = KGKT . (3.53)
In order to derive the equations of the approximating ellipsoids, the differ-
ential equation (3.53) is replaced by its finite-difference approximation,
y(t+ h) = y(t) + hC(t)y(t) + hν(t), h > 0. (3.54)
Rewriting (3.54) as
y(t+ h) = y1 + y2, y1 = hν(t), y2 = [I + hC(t)]y(t). (3.55)
Now using (3.48), one can see that
y1 ∈ E(hF, h2B). (3.56)
But in Chernousko[1], (3.56) was misprinted as
y1 ∈ E(f, h2B). (3.57)
Let (3.52) hold for some t ≥ 0. The vector y(t) belonging to the reachable set
(3.51) implies that the vector y2 from (3.55) belongs to the set D
′. Using the
affine transformation law, it is observed that the following inclusion holds
E[(I + hC)a−, (I + hC)Q−(I + hC
T )] ⊂ D′
⊂ E[(I + hC)a+, (I + hC)Q+(I + hCT )].
(3.58)
The vector y(t+ h) belongs to the reachable set D[t+ h, 0, E(a0, Q0)]. This
vector is represented in (3.55) as a sum of the two vectors y1 and y2. The
first vector y1 belongs to the ellipsoid (3.56) that degenerates into a point
as h → 0 and the second one y2 belongs to the set D′ which satisfying
the two sided ellipsoidal estimates (3.58). Now the two sided ellipsoidal
approximation of the reachable set D[t+ h, 0, E(a0, Q0)] is computed in the
following way. The inner ellipsoidal approximation is computed by taking
the sum of two ellipsoids: (3.56) and ellipsoid in the left-hand side of (3.58),
whereas the outer estimate is computed by considering the outer ellipsoidal
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approximation for the sum of an ellipsoid (3.56) and ellipsoid in the right-
hand side of (3.58). Now using (3.55)-(3.58), one can have
E[a−(t+ h), Q−(t+ h)] ⊂ D[t+ h, 0, E(a0, Q0)]
⊂ E[a+(t + h), Q+(t+ h)],
a±(t+ h) = hf + (I + hC)a±,
Q−(t+ h) = (I + hC)Q−(I + hC
T ) +
+2hA−1(ABAT )1/2(AQ−A
T )1/2A−T ,
Q+(t+ h) = (I + hC)Q+(I + hC
T ) + h(q−1B + qQ+),
q = (n−1Tr[(Q+)
−1B])1/2.
(3.59)
The nonsingular matrix A ∈ Rn×n is chosen in such a way that both the
matrices ABAT AQ−A
T are diagonal. The arguments t of the functions f ,
C, a−, a+, Q− and Q+ are omitted for the brevity.
Rewriting equations (3.59) for a− and a+:
h−1[a−(t + h)− a−(t)] = Ca−(t) + f,
h−1[a+(t + h)− a+(t)] = Ca+(t) + f.
As h→ 0,
.
a− = Ca−(t) + f,
.
a+ = Ca+(t) + f. (3.60)
Simplifying (3.59) for Q− and Q+,
Q−(t+ h)−Q− = h(CQ− +Q−CT + 2A−1(ABAT )1/2(AQ−AT )1/2A−T ),
Q+(t+ h)−Q+ = h(CQ+ +Q+CT + qQ+q−1B).
Dividing both sides of these equations by h and the letting h→ 0,
.
Q− = CQ− +Q−C
T + 2A−1(ABAT )1/2(AQ−A
T )1/2A−T ,
.
Q+ = CQ+ +Q+C
T + qQ+ + q
−1B,
q = (n−1Tr[(Q+)
−1B])1/2. (3.61)
It was assumed that (3.52) holds at some time instant t ≥ 0 and then was
proved that these inclusion also hold for t+h, h > 0. But for the initial point
t = 0, (3.52) are satisfied if
a−(0) = a+(0) = a0,
Q−(0) = Q+(0) = Q0 (3.62)
are chosen.
Therefore, (3.52) hold for all t ≥ 0. The parameter of the approximating
ellipsoid satisfy the differential equation (3.60) and (3.61) and the initial
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equations (3.62). Since the vectors a− and a+ satisfy the same equation and
initial conditions, one can have a−(t) = a+(t) = a(t), and a(t) satisfies the
following IVP
.
a = C(t)a + F (t), a(0) = a0. (3.63)
Now rewriting (3.52),
E[a(t), Q−(t)] ⊂ D[t, 0, E(a0, Q0)] ⊂ E[a(t), Q+(t)]. (3.64)
According to (3.60) and (3.61), the matrix Q−(t) satisfies the differential
equation and the initial condition:
.
Q− = CQ− +Q−C
T + 2A−1(ABAT )1/2(AQ−A
T )1/2A−T
= CQ− +Q−C
T + 2B1/2(B−1/2Q−B
−1/2)1/2B1/2,
= CQ− +Q−C
T + 2Q
1/2
− ((Q−)
−1/2B(Q−)
−1/2)1/2Q
1/2
− ,
Q−(0) = Q0, B = KGK
T . (3.65)
And for matrix Q+(t) there is the following differential equation and the
initial condition:
.
Q+ = CQ+ +Q+C
T + qQ+ + q
−1B, Q+(0) = Q0,
q = (n−1Tr[Q−1+ B])
1/2, B = KGKT . (3.66)
So, the two-sided ellipsoidal estimates (3.64) for the reachable set of the equa-
tions (3.48)-(3.50) are computed. The centers of the approximating ellipsoids
coincide and their evolution is described by linear differential equation (3.63)
whereas the differential equations (3.65) and (3.66) are used for evolution of
the matrices Q− and Q+ of the approximating ellipsoids.
Now if there is no control involved, then the following differential equation
for both matrices Q− and Q+ of the approximating ellipsoids is obtained
.
Q± = CQ± +Q±C
T , Q±(0) = Q0. (3.67)
In the next chapter, the new notation is used in the development of this
chapter.
a±(t) = yc±(t), yc±(t) ∈ Rn (3.68)
and
(Q±)
−1 = ∆−1y U
T
±U±,
B−1 = ∆−1c S
TS (3.69)
for some symmetric positive definite matrices (STS)−1 ∈ Rn×n and (UT±U±)−1 ∈
R
n×n and some numbers ∆y = ∆y± ≥ 0 and ∆c =≥ 0. Now differentiate
(3.68) with respect to t
.
a(t) =
.
yc(t). (3.70)
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Comparing (3.63) and (3.70) and taking a = yc, the IVP becomes,
yc±(0) = yc(0),
.
yc±(t) = C(t)yc±(t) + F (t). (3.71)
Rewriting (3.69),
B = ∆c(S
TS)−1,
Q± = ∆y(U
T
±U±)
−1. (3.72)
Now differentiate second equation with respect to t to find the differential
equation for inner ellipsoid and for brevity take Q− = Q,
.
Q = −∆yU−1
.
UU−1U−T −∆yU−1U−T
.
U
T
U−T
= −∆yU−1(
.
UU−1 + U−T
.
U
T
)U−T .
Now inserting the value of
.
Q from (3.65),
−∆yU−1(
.
UU−1 + U−T
.
U
T
)U−T = ∆yU
−1U−TCT +∆yCU
−1U−T
+2(∆−1y U
TU)−1/2
√
(∆−1y U
TU)1/2(∆−1c S
TS)−1(∆−1y U
TU)1/2(∆−1y U
TU)−1/2.
Simplifying the above expression, one can see that
(UC +
.
U)U−1 + U−T (CTUT +
.
U
T
)
+2pU(UTU)−1/2
√
(UTU)1/2(STS)−1(UTU)1/2
(UTU)−1/2UT = 0, p =
√
∆c
∆y
UT (UC +
.
U) + (CTUT +
.
U
T
)U
+2pUTU(UTU)−1/2
√
(UTU)1/2(STS)−1(UTU)1/2
(UTU)−1/2UTU = 0, p =
√
∆c
∆y
.
or
0 = UT (UC +
.
U + pU(UTU)1/2
√
(UTU)1/2(STS)−1(UTU)1/2(UTU)−1/2UTU+
+
(
UT (UC +
.
U + pU(UTU)1/2
√
(UTU)1/2(STS)−1(UTU)1/2(UTU)−1/2UTU
)T
,
p =
√
∆c
∆y
.
The IVP for inner ellipsoid now becomes
.
U− = −U−C−
−pU−(UT−U−)1/2
√
(UT−U−)
1/2(STS)−1(UT−U−)
1/2(UT−U−)
−1/2UT−U−,
U−(0) = U0, p =
√
∆c
∆y
.
(3.73)
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To find the differential equation for the outer ellipsoid, differentiate second
equation of (3.72) with respect to t and for brevity take Q+ = Q,
.
Q = −∆yU−1
.
UU−1U−T −∆yU−1U−T
.
U
T
U−T ss
= −∆yU−1(
.
UU−1 + U−T
.
U
T
)U−T .
Inserting the value of
.
Q from (3.66),
−∆yU−1(
.
UU−1 + U−T
.
U
T
)U−T = ∆yCU
−1U−T +∆yU
−1U−TCT
+q∆yU
−1U−T + q−1∆cS
−1S−T ,
q =
√
n−1Tr[∆−1y U
TU(∆−1c S
TS)−1].
(3.74)
By taking q = pµ with p =
√
∆c/∆y, µ =
√
n−1Tr[UTU(STS)−1], the above
equation becomes
U−1(
.
UU−1 + U−T
.
U
T
)U−T + CU−1U−T
+U−1U−TCT + pµU−1U−T + p
µ
S−1S−T = 0. (3.75)
The simplification results into the following expression,
UT (
.
U + UC + pµ
2
U + p
2µ
U(STS)−1UTU)+
+(UT (
.
U + UC + pµ
2
U p
2µ
U(STS)−1UTU))T = 0. (3.76)
Therefore the IVP for the outer ellipsoid becomes
.
U+ = −U+C + pµ
2
U+ +
p
2µ
U+(S
TS)−1UT+U+, U+(0) = U0,
p =
√
∆c
∆y
, µ =
√
n−1Tr[UT+U+(S
TS)−1]. (3.77)
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Chapter 4
Ellipsoidal bounds using
differential inequalities
Dynamic system with bounded disturbances such as electrical, mechanical
and other systems whose parameters can vary in an uncertain way, arise in
many applications. These uncertainties may arise in the form of stiffness,
electric resistance, capacitance, etc. In order to overcome these problems,
controlled dynamical systems are introduced.
In this chapter, we will develop a theory to approximate the ellipsoidal
bounds by means of conditional differential inequalities (CDI). Then using
this concept, we will develop the results to compute ellipsoidal approximation
of linear dynamic system both with control and without control.
4.1 Conditional differential inequalities
An inequality connecting the arguments, the unknown function and its deriva-
tive is known as differential inequality. For example, y′(t) ≥ F (t, y(t)), where
y is an unknown function of the argument t.
The theory of differential inequalities plays an essential role to compute our
enclosures of ODEs. It dates back to Gronwall [31]. Kamke [36] proved
and made use of an inequality which was, in fact, that of Gronwall [85, p
12]. In 1964, Walter [107] gave a systematic approach to this theory. Lak-
shmikantham & Leela [46] in 1969 used differential inequalities in order
to construct the sup and sub functions. In 1980, Adams [1] characterized
the system of ODEs for which tight inclusions can be computed by using
differential inequalities. Nickel [45] in 1983 computed bounds for the set
of solutions of functional-differential equations using the concept of differ-
ential inequalities. In 1994, Neumaier [83] used logarithmic norms and
differential inequalities to compute rigorous enclosures for the solution of
dissipative differential equations. He gave an idea to automatically compute
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enclosures of the solutions of stiff ODEs without step size restrictions. In
2002, Papamichail & Adjiman constructed bounds on the set of solutions
of parameter dependent ODEs and their second order sensitivities using idea
of differential inequalities.
The following theorem gives an idea of how to compute the error bounds of
ODEs by using differential inequalities. This theorem is a generalized form
of a theorem from Walter [107, pp. 65-65].
4.1.1 Theorem. Let d, e ∈ C1(t, t) and (t, d(t)), (t, e(t)) ∈ D(f) for t ∈
[t, t[. If
d(t) ≤ e(t), (4.1)
d′(t) < f(d(t)), e′(t) ≥ f(e(t)) for all t ∈ [t, t[ , (4.2)
then
d(t) ≤ e(t) for all t ∈ [t, t[ . (4.3)
Proof. If we define ∆(t) := e(t) − d(t), we get ∆(t) = e(t) − d(t) ≥ 0. If
∆(t) > 0, then
∆(t1) = ∆(t) + ∆
′(t)t1 + o(t1) > 0 for small t1 > t. (4.4)
Otherwise d(t) = e(t), and (4.1) and (4.2) imply that d′(t) < f(d(t)) =
f(e(t)) ≤ e′(t), which shows that (4.4) also holds in this case. It follows from
the continuity that
d(t1) < e(t1) for small t1 > 0. (4.5)
Now we assume that
d(t2) > e(t2) for some t2 ∈
[
t, t
[
. (4.6)
Since d and e are continuous, (4.5) and (4.6) imply that there is a point
t0 ∈]t1, t[ at which d(t0) = e(t0), d(t) < e(t) for all t1 ≤ t < t0. For t ↑ t0,
this gives
d(t)− d(t0)
t− t0 >
e(t)− e(t0)
t− t0 for all t1 ≤ t < t0.
In the limit t ↑ t0, we get
d′(t0) ≥ e′(t0) (4.7)
but as d(t0) = e(t0), (4.2) implies d
′(t0) < f(d(t0)) = f(e(t0)) ≤ e′(t0),
contrary to (4.7). This contradiction shows that the assumption (4.6) cannot
hold. Therefore (4.3) holds. uunionsq
As a consequence of Theorem 4.1.1, we prove the next result which can be
translated into an algorithm to compute the defect estimates.
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4.1.2 Theorem. Given an interval [t, t], an increasing sequence ∆0 < · · · , <
∆L of numbers, and a second sequence ∆
′
0 · · · ,∆′L−1.
Let ∆ : [t, t]→ R be a function with
∆(t) ≤ ∆J (4.8)
for some J ∈ {1, · · · , L− 1} and for all t ∈ [t, t],
∆′(t) < ∆′l if ∆l−1 < ∆(t) ≤ ∆l, l = 1, 2, . . . L− 1. (4.9)
Let ∆ : [t, t] → R be the continuous piecewise linear function defined as
follows.
Case I. If ∆′J∆
′
J−1 > 0 and ∆
′
J > 0, define
sJ := t, sl+1 = sl + (∆l+1 −∆l)/∆′l, for l = J, · · · , K,
where K is the largest number greater or equal to J with ∆′J , · · · ,∆′K > 0,
and
∆(t) :=
{
∆l +∆
′
l(t− sl) if sK ≥ t or K 6= L ,
∆l otherwise
(4.10)
for t ∈ [sl, sl+1], l = J, · · · .K
Case II. If ∆′J∆
′
J−1 > 0 and ∆
′
J < 0, define
sJ−1 := t, sl+1 = sl − (∆l+1 −∆l)/∆′l, for l = J − 1, · · · , K,
whereK is the smallest number smaller or equal to J−1 with∆′J−1, · · · ,∆′K <
0, and
∆(t) :=
{
∆l+1 +∆
′
l(t− sl), if sK ≥ t or K 6= 0 ,
∆l+1 otherwise
(4.11)
for t ∈ [sl, sl+1], l = J − 1, · · · , K.
Case III. Otherwise, define
∆(t) := ∆J , for all t ∈ [t, t]. (4.12)
Then
∆(t) ≤ ∆(t) for all t ∈ [t, t]. (4.13)
Proof. We check the continuity of ∆ for all cases separately.
Suppose ∆′J , · · · ,∆′K > 0, then for l = J, · · · , K, we apply the limit t ↑ sl+1,
and get
∆(sl+1) = ∆l +∆
′
l(sl+1 − sl)
= ∆l + ((∆l+1 −∆l)/(sl+1 − sl))(sl+1 − sl)) = ∆l+1.
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Taking the limit t ↓ sl+1, we get
∆(sl+1) = ∆l+1 +∆
′
l+1(sl+1 − sl+1) = ∆l+1,
which implies that ∆(t) is continuous for all t ∈ [sl, sl+1], l = J, · · · , K, J <
K.
If ∆′J−1, · · · ,∆′K < 0, then, for all l = J −1, · · · , K, with J > K we take the
limit t ↑ sl+1, and get
∆(sl+1) = ∆l+1 +∆
′
l(sl+1 − sl)
= ∆l+1 + (∆l −∆l+1)/(sl+1 − sl)(sl+1 − sl)
= ∆l.
Taking the limit t ↓ sl+1, we get
∆(sl+1) = ∆l +∆
′
l−1(sl+1 − sl+1) = ∆l.
This shows that ∆(t) is continuous for all t ∈ [sl, sl+1], l = J, · · · , K, J > K.
When ∆′J = 0, ∆(t) is constant for all t ∈ [t, t], therefore, continuity holds.
Now let f be the piecewise constant function defined on [0,∆L[ with
f(∆) = ∆′l, (4.14)
where ∆′l is constant for l = 1, 2, · · ·L− 1 and
∆l ≤ ∆ < ∆l+1, if ∆′l > 0, (4.15)
∆l−1 < ∆ ≤ ∆l, if ∆′l < 0. (4.16)
When ∆′J > 0, we differentiate ∆(t) and using (4.14) for t ∈ [sl, sl+1], we get
∆′(t) = ∆′l = f(∆(t)) if ∆l ≤ ∆(t) < ∆l+1, l = J, · · · , K.
When ∆′J−1 < 0, we differentiate ∆(t) and using (4.14) for t ∈ [sl, sl+1], we
get ∆′(t) = ∆′l = f(∆(t)) if ∆l < ∆(t) ≤ ∆l+1, l = J − 1, · · · , K, J > K.
So, we can apply Theorem 4.1.1 with ∆ in place of d and ∆ in place of e and
see that (4.13) holds. uunionsq
We illustrate in Figure 4.1 ,the resulting family of solutions ∆ for the case
where L = 13,
(∆0, · · · ,∆L) = (− inf;−200;−160;−120;−80;−30;−10; 0; ...
30; 60; 100; 160; 190; 200; inf),
(∆′0, · · · ,∆′L) = (1; 5; 1;−4;−1; 4; 1;−5;−1;−4; 1; 4;−5).
In the first version of our implementation, we used Theorem 4.1.2 to compute
the bounds for the solutions of the system of ODEs. But later we developed
the following result assuming a conditional differential inequality that is more
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Figure 4.1: Worst situation violating sL ≥ t
powerful than the traditional approach. This technique is more efficient for
adaptive usage. It is the basis of our new method to compute the bounds for
solution of the system of ODEs.
Following Theorem is applied when bounds growth is expected (see Case I
in section 5.1)
4.1.3 Theorem. Suppose that ∆(t) ≤ ∆0 < ∆+ and for all t ∈ [t, t]
∆(t) ∈ [∆0,∆+] ⇒ ∆′(t) ≤ ∆′+. (4.17)
Then
∆(t) ≤ ∆0 +∆′(t− t) for t ∈ [t, t1], (4.18)
where
t1 = t, ∆
′ = 0, if ∆′+ ≤ 0 (4.19)
and
t1 = min(t, t+ (∆+ −∆0)/∆′+), ∆′ = ∆′+, if ∆′+ > 0. (4.20)
Proof. We first make the stronger assumption that
∆(t) ∈ [∆0,∆+] ⇒ ∆′(t) < ∆′+, for all t ∈ [t, t] (4.21)
and show that (4.18) holds with (4.19) and (4.20).
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Let t0 be the sequence of all t1 ≤ t such that (4.18) holds. We define δ(t) :=
∆0 +∆
′(t− t)−∆(t), and hence δ(t) = ∆0 −∆(t) ≥ 0. If δ(t) > 0, then
δ(t′) = δ(t) + δ′(t)(t′ − t) + o(t′ − t) > 0 for small t′ > t. (4.22)
Otherwise ∆(t) = ∆0, hence δ
′(t) = ∆′ −∆′(t) ≥ ∆′+ −∆′(t) > 0 by (4.21)
and we see that (4.22) holds too. Thus (4.22) holds generally.
By continuity, we see that (4.18) also holds for t0 in place of t1. Therefore,
if (4.18) is violated, then t0 < t1, and for some sequence tl ↓ t0, we have
∆(tl) > ∆0 +∆
′(tl − t).
Taking the limit, we find that
∆(t0) = ∆0 +∆
′(t0 − t) ≥ ∆0, (4.23)
∆′(t0) = lim
tl→t0
∆(tl)−∆(t0)
tl − t0 ≥ ∆
′ ≥ ∆′+. (4.24)
Because of (4.21), (4.23) and (4.24), we see that ∆(t0) > ∆+. But then
(4.23) implies ∆′(t0 − t) > ∆+ −∆0 > 0, hence
∆′ > 0, t0 > t +
∆+ −∆0
∆′
≥ t1, (4.25)
a contradiction. Now we return to the general case and assume that (4.17)
holds. Then for all  > 0, we see that
∆(t) ∈ [∆0,∆+] ⇒ ∆′(t) < ∆′+ + . (4.26)
Therefore, (4.18) holds with
t1 = t, ∆
′ = 0, if ∆′+ +  ≤ 0 (4.27)
and
t1 = min(t, t+ (∆+ −∆0)/(∆′+ + )), ∆′ = ∆′+ + , if ∆′+ +  > 0. (4.28)
We now distinguish three cases from (4.28) as follows:
(i). ∆′+ > 0, then for → 0, we have
t1 = t+ (∆+ −∆0)/∆′+, ∆′ = ∆′+ > 0,
so (4.18) holds with (4.20).
(ii). ∆′+ = 0, then t1 = t, ∆
′ = 0, so (4.18) holds with (4.19).
(iii). ∆′+ < 0, then for small  > 0, we have (4.27) so for → 0, (4.18) holds
with (4.19). Thus the Theorem 4.1.3 holds in each case.
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uunionsq
We use following result when bounds are decaying (see Case II in section
5.1).
4.1.4 Theorem. Let ∆− < ∆0 and for all t ∈ [t, t]
∆(t) ∈ [∆−,∆0] ⇒ ∆′(t) ≤ ∆′−. (4.29)
If ∆′− < 0, then
∆(t) ≤ ∆0 +∆′(t− t) for t ∈ [t, t1], (4.30)
where
t1 = min(t, t+ (∆− −∆0)/∆′−, ∆′ = ∆′−. (4.31)
Proof. This is proved by essentially the same argument as in proof of
Theorem 4.1.3. uunionsq
4.2 The generalized singular value decompo-
sition
The generalized singular value decomposition(GSVD) of two nonsingular ma-
trices U1 ∈ Rm×r and U2 ∈ Rn×r is factorized as
Ui = ViΣiRQ
T , i = 1, 2, (4.32)
where V1 ∈ Rm×r, V2 ∈ Rn×r and Q ∈ Rr×r are orthogonal matrices, R ∈
R
r×r is a nonsingular upper triangular matrix. Σ1 ∈ Rr×r and Σ2 ∈ Rr×r are
diagonal matrices with elements
Σi = Diag(σi1, · · · , σir), i = 1, 2,
σ1j ≥ 0, σ2j ≥ 0, j = 1, · · · , r, σ21j + σ22j = 1. (4.33)
4.2.1 Proposition . Let ∆1,∆2 ∈ R+, two nonsingular matrices U1, U2 be
given in terms of GSVD (4.32) and
U = V2ΣRQ
T , (4.34)
where Σ = Diag(σ1, · · · , σr) ∈ Rr×r is a diagonal matrix with elements
σj =
σ1jσ2j
σ1j + qσ2j
= σ2j −
qσ22j
σ1j + qσ2j
, q =
√
∆1/∆2, ∆2 > 0, j = 1, · · · , r.
(4.35)
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Then for every y with
‖U(y − yc)‖2 ≤ ∆ := ∆2, (4.36)
where
yc = yc1 + yc2, (4.37)
there exist vectors y1 and y2 such that
y = y1 + y2, (4.38)
‖U1(y1 − yc1)‖2 ≤ ∆1, ‖U2(y2 − yc2)‖2 ≤ ∆2. (4.39)
Proof. We define
y := A−1(y − yc), (4.40)
where the matrix A is chosen to be
A = QR−1, (4.41)
so that
UA = V2Σ. (4.42)
Therefore,
y − yc = Ay. (4.43)
We insert (4.43) into (4.36), and get
‖UAy‖2 ≤ ∆, (4.44)
or
yT (UA)TUAy ≤ ∆. (4.45)
Then (4.34) implies that
yTΣ2y ≤ ∆. (4.46)
Now we shall prove that there exists vectors y1 and y2 such that
y = y1 + y2, (4.47)
and
yTi Σ
2
i yi ≤ ∆i, i = 1, 2. (4.48)
For this we define
yij :=
√
∆i/∆2σj/σijyj, i = 1, 2, j = 1, · · · , r. (4.49)
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Here yj are the components of the vector y. By (4.46),
r∑
j=1
σ2j y
2
j ≤ ∆, j = 1, · · · , r. (4.50)
Now (4.49) and (4.50) together imply that
r∑
j=1
σ2ijy
2
ij ≤ ∆i, i = 1, 2, (4.51)
which shows that any y satisfying (4.46) is represented as the sum y = y1+y2,
where yi
TΣ2i yi ≤ ∆i.
By (4.32) and (4.41), the matrix UiA is equal to ViΣi, so that
(UiA)
TUiA = Σ
2
i , i = 1, 2. (4.52)
Then (4.48) becomes
yi
TATUTi UiAyi ≤ ∆i, (4.53)
or
‖UiAyi‖2 ≤ ∆i, i = 1, 2. (4.54)
Now we define
yi := yci + Ayi, i = 1, 2. (4.55)
Then
yi − yci = Ayi, i = 1, 2. (4.56)
by inserting (4.56) in (4.54), we get the required result. That is,
‖Ui(yi − yci)‖2 ≤ ∆i, i = 1, 2. (4.57)
uunionsq
4.3 Ellipsoidal bounds without control
We consider the differential equation
y′ = C(t)y + F (t), (4.58)
where y ∈ Rn is a state vector, and the n-vector F (t) and the n× n matrix
C(t), are piecewise continuous functions of time. The set of initial conditions
is given in the form
‖U0(y(0)− yc(0))‖2 ≤ ∆y, (4.59)
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where U0 ∈ Rm×n, yc ∈ Rn and ∆y ∈ R+. The vector y(t) satisfies
‖U0(y(0)− yc(0))‖2 ≤ ∆y, y′(τ) = C(τ)y(τ) + F (τ) for τ ∈ [0, t].
(4.60)
The reachable set of (4.58) and (4.60) with initial conditions (4.59) is denoted
by
Dt = D[t, 0, ‖U0(y(0)− yc(0))‖2 ≤ ∆y]. (4.61)
4.3.1 Proposition. If U is defined by solving
U ′(t) = −U(t)C(t), U(0) = U0, (4.62)
and if we define
Q(t) := ∆y(U
T (t)U(t))−1, (4.63)
then
Q′(t) = C(t)Q(t) +Q(t)C(t)T (4.64)
holds
Proof. First we will show that U is nonsingular. For that purpose, we
differentiate ln det(U(t)) with respect to variable t and get
d
dt
(ln(det(U(t)))) = Tr(U(t)−1U ′(t))
= −TrC(t) from (4.62)
= γ(t) (say). (4.65)
Now integrating (4.65), we see that
ln(det(U(t))) =
∫
γ(t)dt⇒ det(U(t)) = e
∫
γ(t)dt 6= 0.
This implies that U is non-singular. Therefore, UTU is a symmetric positive
definite matrix. This means that Q defined in (4.63) is also a symmetric
positive definite matrix.
To show that (4.64) holds, we differentiate (4.63) with respect to t, for brevity
omit argument t. Then we get
Q′ = −∆y(UTU)−1(UTU ′ + (U ′)TU)(UTU)−1
= −U−1U−TUTU ′∆y(UTU)−1 −∆y(UTU)−1(U ′)TUU−1U−T
= −U−1U ′∆y(UTU)−1 −∆y(UTU)−1(U ′)TU−T
Replacing the values of C and Q from (4.62) and (4.63) respectively, we get
the required result (4.64). uunionsq
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4.3.2 Theorem. Let yc(t) be the solution of IVP
.
yc(t) = C(t)yc(t) + F (t), (4.66)
let U(t) be the solution of IVP
U ′(t) = −U(t)C(t), U(0) = U0. (4.67)
Now if
‖U0(y(0)− yc(0))‖2 ≤ ∆y, y′(τ) = C(τ)y + F (τ) (4.68)
holds for all τ ∈ [0, t], then the following statements hold.
(i) If y(0) := y0 satisfies ‖U0(y(0)− yc(0))‖22 ≤ ∆y, then the every solution
of IVP (4.58) satisfies ‖U(t)(y(t)− yc(t))‖22 ≤ ∆y.
(ii) If yt satisfies ‖U(t)(yt − yc(t))‖22 ≤ ∆y−, then there exists y0 with
‖U0(y(0) − yc(0))‖22 ≤ ∆y, such that the IVP (4.58) has the solution with
y(t) = yt.
Proof. (i) If we take
f(d) := ε > 0, (4.69)
d(t) := ‖U(t)(y(t)− yc(t))‖2 and e(t) := (t− t) = ∆y (4.70)
in Theorem 4.1.1, then we see that (4.1) and (4.3) hold. We show that the
assumption (4.2) is also true. For this we differentiate (4.70) w.r.t. t and for
brevity we omit parameter t,
d′ = 2(U(y − yc))T (U ′(y − yc) + U(y′ − y′c)). (4.71)
Using (4.58), (4.66) and (4.67), we get
d′ = 2(U(y − yc))T (−UC(y − yc)) + U(Cy + F − (Cyc + F )))
= 0 < ε = e′. (4.72)
Therefore, Theorem 4.1.1 implies that d(t) ≤ e(t) for all t ∈ [t, t]. By
replacing the values of d(t) and e(t) from (4.70), we get the required result.
That is, ‖U(t)(y(t)− yc(t))‖22 ≤ ∆y.
(ii) We take ∆y− := ∆y +O(h
2) and assume that (ii) holds for some t ≥ 0.
We replace (4.58), (4.62) and (4.67) for y, yc and U with h > 0 by Taylor
series expansion
y(t+ h) = y(t) + hy′(t) +O(h2)
= y(t) + hC(t)y(t) + hF (t) +O(h2), (4.73)
yc(t+ h) = yc(t) + hy
′
c(t) +O(h
2)
= hF (t) + (I + hC(t))yc(t) +O(h
2), (4.74)
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U(t + h) = U(t) + hU ′(t) +O(h2)
= U(t)(I + hC(t))−1 +O(h2), (4.75)
respectively
To show that (ii) holds for time instant t + h, h > 0, we may assume that
‖U(t+ h)(y(t+ h)− yc(t+ h))‖2 ≤ ∆y.
Inserting the value of y(t+ h) from (4.73), we have
‖U(t+ h)(y(t) + hC(t)y(t) + hF (t) +O(h2)− yc(t + h))‖2 ≤ ∆y,
‖U(t + h)((I + hC(t))y(t)− yc(t + h) + hF (t) +O(h2))‖2 ≤ ∆y.
(4.76)
Using (4.74) and (4.75) in (4.76), the left hand side becomes
U(t)(I + hC(t))−1((I + hC(t))y(t)− (I + hC(t))yc(t) +O(h2)).
After simplification, we get
‖U(t)(y(t)− yc(t))‖2 ≤ ∆y +O(h2). (4.77)
This implies that there exists y(t) which satisfies (4.60).
Now rewriting (4.74) for yc(t), we get
h−1(yc(t+ h)− yc(t)) = C(t)yc(t) + F (t).
As h→ 0, we have
y
′
c(t) = C(t)yc(t) + F (t). (4.78)
Simplifying (4.75) for U(t),
U(t + h)(I + hC(t)) = U(t),
h−1(U(t + h)− U(t)) = −U(t + h)C(t).
Letting h→ 0, we get
U(t)′ = −U(t)C(t). (4.79)
We assumed that (ii) holds at some time t ≥ 0 and then proved that this
implication also holds for t + h, h > 0. But for initial point t = 0, (ii) is
satisfied if we take
yc(0) = yc0,
U(0) = U0. (4.80)
Therefore, (ii) holds for all t ≥ 0. uunionsq
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4.4 Ellipsoidal approximation with control
Suppose we have a controlled dynamic system described by the following
differential equation
.
y(t) = F (t, u(t), y(t)), t ≥ 0, (4.81)
‖Rc(t)(y(t)− yc(t)‖ ≤ ∆(t), (4.82)
‖R(y(0)− yc(0))‖ ≤ ∆y. (4.83)
Here t is a time instant, y ∈ Rn is a state vector, yc(t) ∈ Rn, Rc(t) ∈ Rm×m.
The reachable set D(t, y0,∆) of (4.81) consists of the end points y(t) at t ≥ 0
of all the trajectories y of (4.81) satisfying (4.81)–(4.83) with τ ∈ [0, t] in
place of t.
The initial set M and the reachable set D(t, y0,∆) are shown in figure 1.1 for
n = 2. The set D(t, y0,∆) is the union of all sets D(t, y0, 0), where y0 ∈M.
The reachable sets have a property which implies that the reachable set for
instant t can be obtained from the same set for instant τ by prolongation of
all trajectories starting from instant τ up to instant t.
These sets play an important role in control theory as they can be represented
as the solutions of many controlled dynamical systems. These solutions can
be approximated by means of ellipsoids. The ellipsoids are closely connected
with quadratic forms and Gaussian probability distribution. Now we will
compute the ellipsoidal approximation of the solution of the dynamical sys-
tem.
An ellipsoid can be defined by the following inequality
‖U(y − yc)‖2 ≤ ∆y, (4.84)
where yc(t) ∈ Rn is the center of the ellipsoid, U ∈ Rm×n is a nonsingular
matrix.
In order to get the parameters of the ellipsoid (4.84), we consider the following
vector differential equation
y′ = C(t)y +K(t)u+ F (t), (4.85)
‖H(t)(u(t)− 0)‖2 ≤ ∆(t), (4.86)
where y ∈ Rn is a state vector, u ∈ Rm is the control vector, the n-vector
F (t) and the n× n matrix C(t), n×m matrix K(t),and m×m matrix H(t)
are the piecewise continuous functions of time. The initial conditions are
‖U0(y(0)− yc(0))‖2 ≤ ∆y. (4.87)
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Let p =
√
∆c/∆y, and yc(t) be the solution of IVP
y
′
c(t) = C(t)yc(t) +K(t)u(t) + F (t), (4.88)
let U−(t) be the solution of IVP
U ′−(t) = −U−(t)C(t)−
√
∆c/∆yV2Σ
2
2Σ
−1
1 RQ
T (4.89)
and let U+(t) be the solution of IVP
.
U+ = −U+C + pµ
2
U+ +
p
2µ
U+(S
T
+S+)
−1UT+U+, U+(0) = U0,
µ =
√
n−1Tr[UT+U+(S
T
+S+)
−1]. (4.90)
4.4.1 Theorem. If
‖U0(y(0)− yc(0))‖2 ≤ ∆y, (4.91)
and
y′(τ) = C(τ)y +K(τ)u+ F (τ), (4.92)
hold for all τ ∈ [0, t], then the following statements hold.
(i) If y0 satisfies ‖U0(y(0)− yc(0))‖22 ≤ ∆y, then the every solution of IVP
(4.85) satisfies ‖U+(t)(y(t)− yc(t))‖22 ≤ ∆y.
(ii) If yt satisfies ‖U−(t)(yt−yc(t))‖22 ≤ ∆y, then there exists y0 with ‖U0(y(0)−
yc(0))‖22 ≤ ∆y, such that the IVP (4.85) has the solution with y(t) = yt.
Proof. (i) If we take
d(t) := ‖U+(t)(y(t)− yc(t))‖2 and e(t) := ε
αp
+ (∆y − ε
αp
)eαp(t−t)
(4.93)
in Theorem 4.1.1, then we see that (4.1) and (4.3) hold. We show that the
assumption (4.2) is also true. For this we differentiate (4.93) with respect to
t and for brevity omit the parameter t,
d ′ = 2(U+(y − yc))T (U ′+(y − yc) + U+(y′ −
.
yc)).
(4.94)
Now using (4.85), (4.88) and (4.90), with p =
√
∆ν/∆y and
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µ =
√
n−1Tr[UT+U+(S
T
+S+)
−1], we have
d ′ = 2(U+(y − yc))T
(
(−U+C − p
2
U+ − p
2µ
U+(S
TS)−1UT+U+)(y − yc) +
+U+(Cy +Ku+ F − (Cyc +Ku+ F ))
)
= 2(y − yc)TUT+
(
− p
2
U+(y − yc)− p
2µ
U+(S
TS)−1UT+U+(y − yc)−
−U+(Cy − Cyc) + U+(Cy − Cyc)
)
= −p(y − yc)TUT+U+(y − yc)−
p
µ
(y − yc))TUT+U+(STS)−1UT+U+(y − yc).
(4.95)
Simplifying the above expression, we see
d ′ = −p‖U+(y − yc)‖2 − p
µ
‖S−TUT+U+(y − yc)‖2. (4.96)
Comparing (4.96) and (4.2), we must show that
f(d) + p‖U+(y − yc)‖2 + p
µ
‖S−TUT+U+(y − yc)‖2 > 0. (4.97)
Now using the relation ‖x‖ = ‖A−1Ax‖ ≤ ‖A−1‖ ‖Ax‖, wee see that
‖U+(y − yc)‖22 ≤ ‖(S−TUT+)−1‖22‖S−TUT+U+(y − yc)‖2.
If we put
c := ‖(U+S−1)−T‖2 = ‖(S−TUT+)−1‖2
then
‖U+(y − yc)‖22 ≤ c.‖S−TUT+U+(y − yc)‖22.
Using this relation in (4.97), we get
f(d(t)) + pd(t) +
p
µc
d(t) > 0, for all t ∈ [t t]. (4.98)
Therefore, we choose
f(d) := − αpd and, α := 1 + 1
µc
(4.99)
and a small constant  > 0. Now using Theorem 4.1.1, we see that
e(t) =
ε
αp
+ (∆y − ε
αp
)eαp(t−t)
and as ε → 0, e(t) = ∆y which implies that d(t) ≤ e(t) for all t ∈ [t t]. By
replacing the values of d(t) and e(t) from (4.70), we get the required result.
That is, ‖U+(t)(y(t)− yc(t))‖22 ≤ ∆y+.
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(ii) We take ∆y− := ∆y + O(h
2) and assume that (ii) holds for some t ≥ 0.
We replace (4.85), (4.88) and (4.89) for y, yc and U− with h > 0 by Taylor
series expansion
y(t+ h) = y(t) + hy′(t) +O(h2), .
= hF (t) + hK(t)u(t) + (I + hA(t))y(t) +O(h2). (4.100)
yc(t+ h) = yc(t) + hy
′
c(t) +O(h
2)
= hF (t) + hK(t)u(t) + (I + hA(t))yc(t) +O(h
2). (4.101)
U−(t + h) = U−(t) + hU
′
−(t) +O(h
2)
= U−(t)− hU−(t)C(t)− hpV2Σ22Σ−11 RQT +O(h2)
= U−(t)(I + hC(t))
−1 − hpV2Σ22Σ−11 RQT
p =
√
∆c/∆y (4.102)
respectively.
To show that (ii) holds for time instant t + h, h > 0, we may assume that
‖U−(t + h)(y(t+ h)− yc(t + h))‖2 ≤ ∆y.
Inserting the value of y(t+ h) from (4.100), we have
‖U−(t+ h)(y(t) + hC(t)y(t) + hK(t)u(t) + hF (t) +O(h2)− yc(t + h))‖2
≤ ∆y,
‖U−(t + h)((I + hC(t))y(t)− yc(t+ h) + hK(t)u(t) + hF (t) +O(h2))‖2
≤ ∆y.
(4.103)
Using (4.101) and (4.102) in (4.103) and omitting parameter t, the left hand
side becomes
(U−(I + hC)
−1 − pV2Σ22Σ−11 RQT )((I + hC)y + hKu+ hF,
−(I + hC)yc − hKu−−hF +O(h2)), p =
√
∆c/∆y.
After simplification, we get
‖U−(y − yc)− pV2Σ22Σ−11 RQT ((I + hC)y − (I + hC)yc))‖2
≤ ∆y +O(h2), p =
√
∆c/∆y.
(4.104)
As h → 0, ‖U−(t)(y(t)− yc(t))‖22 ≤ ∆y, which implies that there exists y(t)
satisfying (4.91) and (4.92).
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Now rewriting (4.101) for yc(t), we get
h−1(yc(t+ h)− yc(t)) = C(t)yc(t) +K(t)u(t) + F (t).
As h→ 0, we have
y
′
c(t) = C(t)yc(t) +K(t)u(t) + F (t). (4.105)
Simplifying (4.102) for U−(t),
U−(t+ h)(I + hC(t)) = U
−(t)− hpV2Σ22Σ−11 RQT (I + hC(t)),
h−1(U−(t+ h)− U−(t)) = −U−(t + h)C(t)− pV2Σ22Σ−11 RQT (I + hC(t)),
p =
√
∆c/∆y.
As h→ 0, we get
U ′−(t) = −U−(t)C(t)− pV2Σ22Σ−11 RQT ,
p =
√
∆c/∆y. (4.106)
We assumed that (ii) holds at some time t ≥ 0 and then proved that this
implication also holds for t + h, h > 0. But for initial point t = 0, (ii) is
satisfied if we take
yc(0) = yc0,
U−(0) = U0. (4.107)
Therefore (ii) holds for all t ≥ 0. uunionsq
4.4.2 Remark I. Note that [11], if σ1, σ2, · · · , σn are the singular values of
(U+S
−1)T , then by using the property TrAB = TrBA, we see that
Tr(UT+U+S
−1S−T ) = Tr(S−TUT+U+S
−1) = Tr(U+S
−1)TU+S
−1 =
n∑
i=1
σ2i ≥ σ2max,
which gives
µ ≥ σ2max. (4.108)
Also since
c = ‖(U+S−1)−T‖2 = σ−2max, (4.109)
comparing (4.108) and (4.109), µ ≥ 1
c
, or µc ≥ 1. (4.98) reduces into
f(d(t)) + pd(t) > 0, for all t ∈ [t t].
4.4.3 Remark II. It can be observed that when there is no control involved,
then ∆c = 0 and by comparing (4.89) and (4.90), we get the same differential
equation both for inner and outer ellipsoids. That is,
U ′−(t) = −U(t)C(t) = U ′+(t).
This implies that the inner and the outer bounds are optimal and they differ
only by the effect of control uncertainty.
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Chapter 5
Error bounds by optimization
In this chapter we shall discuss the techniques used to compute error bounds
of ODEs. We shall combine our technique with Chernousko and Ku¨hn’s
methods to compute error bounds of ODEs. Our defect estimates are based
on differential inequalities and global optimization of the constants involved.
The bounds are estimated by approximating outer ellipsoids. The initial
ellipsoidal approximation is supposed as
‖U0(y0 − u0)‖ ≤ ∆0,
where y0 ∈ Rn is a box containing the initial state vector, u0 ∈ Rn is taken
to be the midpoint of y0, U0 ∈ Rn×n is a nonsingular matrix (preconditioner)
and ∆0 ∈ R is initial defect estimate. Since we are using outer ellipsoidal
approximation that causes an initial wrapping effect, our initial box is wide
but the technique presented here makes it feasible to converge the bounds.
A suitable choice of preconditioner improves the efficiency of the method.
5.1 Error bounds by optimization
In this section we will discuss our new scheme to compute the validated enclo-
sures of the solutions of ODEs. The techniques presented by Chernousko
[16] and Ku¨hn [43] are combined with new bounds from Theorem 4.1.3
and evaluated with global optimization methods to compute error bounds.
We begin with approximate solutions of the differential equations and a t-
dependent preconditioning matrix defining the shape of the ellipsoid. We
then compute the worst case of the norm of the preconditioned defect by
solving a global optimization problem, which produces a value for the size of
the enclosing ellipsoid.
To solve the optimization problem, we fix ∆0 as our starting defect estimate
and t starting time. We begin with the case when bound growth is expected.
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For each polynomial piece [ti, ti+1] where ti := t, we solve optimization prob-
lem (5.12) for [∆0,∆+], where
∆+ = q∆0, q > 1.
. The solution ∆′ of this optimization problem tells whether the bounds are
decaying or growing. If ∆′ > 0, we proceed further to compute the defect
estimates ∆(t), t ∈ [ti, ti+1]. While ∆′ < 0, implies that the bounds are
decaying. In that case we solve the optimization problem (5.17) for [∆−,∆0]
to compute the defect estimates ∆(t), t ∈ [ti, ti+1], where
∆− = ∆0/q, q > 1
. Detailed description of the method is given in section 5.2.
5.1.1 Approximating the solution
We consider the IVP
y′(t) = F (t, y(t)), y(0) ∈ y0, t ∈ [0, T ], (5.1)
where F ∈ C1(D,Rn) is a continuously differentiable function from D ⊆
R× Rn to Rn, the function y : [0, T ]→ Rn is unknown to be solved for, and
y0 is a box. We want to find error bounds for an approximate continuously
differentiable solution
u(t) ≈ y(t),
of (5.1), given as a piecewise polynomial
u(t) = ui(t) for ti−1 ≤ t < ti,
where each ui(t) is a vector of cubic polynomials. The error between the
approximate and the exact solution is given by
(t) = y(t)− u(t).
We define
η(t) = U(t)(t), (5.2)
where the preconditioner U : [0, T ] → Rn×n is a matrix of continuously
differentiable piecewise cubic polynomials, given as
U(t) = Ui(t) for ti−1 ≤ t < ti,
0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tn = T and each Ui(t) is a matrix of cubic polynomials.
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Given t < t, we define piecewise continuously differentiable solutions u and
U by using cubic Hermite interpolation
u(t) = a(t− t)2(t− t) + b(t− t)2 + c(t− t) + d, t ∈ [t, t] (5.3)
.
u(t) = 2a(t− t)(t− t) + a(t− t)2 + 2b(t− t) + c, t ∈ [t, t] (5.4)
and
U(t) = A(t− t)2(t− t) +B(t− t)2 + C(t− t) +D, t ∈ [t, t] (5.5)
.
U(t) = 2A(t− t)(t− t) + A(t− t)2 + 2B(t− t) + C, t ∈ [t, t], (5.6)
where the coefficients a, b, c, d and A,B,C and D are computed by using the
continuity of the function and its first derivative and are given as:
a :=
(
.
u(t) +
.
u(t)− 2(u(t)− u(t))/h
)
/h2,
b :=
(
(u(t)− u(t))/h− .u(t)
)
/h,
c :=
.
u(t),
d := u(t), (5.7)
and similarly
A :=
( .
U(t) +
.
U(t)− 2(U(t)− U(t))/h
)
/h2,
B :=
(
(U(t)− U(t))/h−
.
U(t)
)
/h,
C :=
.
U(t),
D := U(t). (5.8)
5.1.2 Error bounds for the preconditioned ODEs
We look for bounds of
∆(t) = ‖η(t)‖2 = η(t)Tη(t) =
∑
η2i (t) ≥ 0, (5.9)
where ‖.‖ denotes the Euclidean norm. Bounds at t = 0 come from the
following Lemma.
5.1.1 Lemma. An arbitrary box y0 is contained in the ellipsoid
E = {y ∈ Rn | ‖U0(y − u0)‖2 ≤ ∆0}, (5.10)
where u0 =
1
2
(y0 + y0), ∆0 = ‖U0(y − u0)/2‖2. In particular, if U0 =
Diag (y0 − y0)
−1,∆0 = n/4.
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Proof. If y ∈ y0 then |y − u0|≤ 12(y0 − y0), hence
‖U0(y − u0))‖2 =
n∑
i=1
(U0(y − u0))2i =
n∑
i=1
( yi − u0i
y0i − y0i
)2
≤
n∑
i=1
1
4
(y0i − y0i
y0i − y0i
)2
=
n∑
i=1
1
4
=
n
4
.
uunionsq
Now bounds for (5.9) at t = 0 are
0 ≤ ∆(0) ≤ ∆0. (5.11)
To find the bounds for t > 0, we differentiate (5.9)
∆′ = 2ηTη′ = 2ηT (U)′
= 2(U)T (U′ + U ′)
= 2(U)T (U(F (t, u+ )− u′) + U ′).
There are two cases.
Case I. Bound growth expected. We let ∆′1 be the maximum value of
the optimization problem
max
,t
2(U(t))T (U(t)(F (t, u(t) + )− u(t)′) + U(t)′)
s.t. ∆0 ≤ ‖U(t)‖2 ≤ ∆+, t ∈ [t, t]. (5.12)
Depending upon the value of ∆′1, we compute the bounds for solution of each
component. If ∆′1 > 0, we take ∆
′
+ := ∆
′
1. Then the definition of ∆
′
+ implies
that
∆′(t) ≤ ∆′+ if ∆(t) ∈ [∆0,∆+], t ∈ [t, t] (5.13)
and we get from Theorem 4.1.3
∆(t) ≤ ∆(t) := ∆0 +∆′(t− t) for t ∈ [t, t1], (5.14)
where
t1 = t, ∆
′ = 0, if ∆′+ ≤ 0 (5.15)
and
t1 = t + (∆+ −∆0)/∆′+, ∆′ = ∆′+, if ∆′+ > 0. (5.16)
Case II. Decaying bound expected. If we hope for a decaying bound we
solve instead the optimization problem
max
,t
2(U(t))T (U(t)(F (t, u(t) + )− u(t)′) + U(t)′)
s.t. ∆− ≤ ‖U(t)‖2 ≤ ∆0, t ∈ [t, t]. (5.17)
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Now let ∆′2 be the maximum value of (5.17). Then the definition of ∆
′
2
implies that
∆′(t) ≤ ∆′2 if ∆(t) ∈ [∆−,∆0], t ∈ [t, t]. (5.18)
If ∆′2 < 0 then we take ∆
′ := ∆′2, and from Theorem 4.1.4 we get the bounds
of the solution
∆(t) ≤ ∆(t) := ∆0 +∆′(t− t) for t ∈ [t, t1], (5.19)
where
t1 = t+ (∆− −∆0)/∆′−, ∆′ = ∆′−, if ∆′− < 0. (5.20)
If ∆′2 ≥ 0, we do not get a useful information and must proceed by Case I.
In both cases, if we succeed, then (5.14) and (5.19) imply that
∆(t) ≤ ∆(t) for t ∈ [t, t1]. (5.21)
Now from (5.2) we see that
(t) = U(t)−1η(t),
and for any vector c with V (t) := U(t)−T , we have
|cT (t)| = |cTV (t)Tη(t)| = |(V (t)c)Tη(t)| ≤ ‖V (t)c‖‖η(t)‖,
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and from (5.9) and (5.21) it follows that
|cT (t)| ≤ ‖V (t)c‖∆(t)1/2 ≤ ‖V (t)c‖∆(t)1/2. (5.22)
In particular, for a unit vector c = ek, we have
|k(t)| ≤ ‖V (t)ek‖∆(t)1/2 for t ∈ [t, t1]. (5.23)
This inequality gives computable bounds for the component wise error of the
solution.
5.2 Algorithms
In this section, we will present a list of algorithms implemented by (DIVIS)
to compute defect estimates for a polynomial piece [t, t]. These algorithms
describe step by step implementation of our technique.
We use the following Algorithm to solve optimization problems (5.12) or
(5.17) in AMPL and compute ∆′. We start with fix initial time t, and the
defect ∆0 := n/4, where n is the dimension of the system of ODEs. There
are two cases: when the bound growth is expected and the other is a case
when bounds are decaying. In first case, we solve the optimization problem
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(5.12) for [∆0,∆+], where ∆+ := q∆0, q > 1. In second case, we solve
the optimization problem (5.17) for [∆−,∆0], where ∆− := ∆0/q, q > 1.
Both possibilities are indicated by a factor pos. We begin with first case
and solve our optimization problem in AMPL by using optimization solver
IPOPT. To solve this problem, three files with extensions .dat consisting of
input data, .mod containing model formulation, and .sa1 that calls data and
model files to execute and solve the problem by using IPOPT. Since we are
doing local optimization, we solve the optimization problems with different
starting points. Then we take the maximum of all solutions.
Notations
t is the fix starting time, ∆0 is initial estimate of defect, q is the factor
to compute ∆+ for optimization problem (5.12) and ∆− for optimization
problem (5.17), a, b, c, d, are coefficients of cubic Hermite polynomial for the
system of ODEs and A, B, C, D, are coefficients of cubic Hermite polynomial
for the preconditioner, pos is a decision variable, problem name is the name
of the problem to be solved and U is the continuously differentiable solution
of the preconditioner computed at t, ∆′ is the maximum of all solutions of
optimization problem, ∆l is computed defect estimate, tl is the corresponding
time, imax is the maximum number of attempts made to reach 20% of the
time span [t, t], lmax is the maximum number of attempts to reach t, i ∈ J .
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Algorithm 1 Computing ∆′ by solving optimization problem (5.12)
or (5.17)
Require: t, t, ∆0, q, a, b, c, d, A, B, C, D, U, pos, problem name,
option %option for AMPL solver, deq %system of ODEs,
n %dimension of the system of ODEs, N %n + n2,
M %total number of starting points to solve the optimization
problems,
file path %directory path where the AMPL files are printed.
Ensure: q > 1, U = U(t) for t = t0, ∆0 = n/4.
if pos then
%solving the optimization problem (5.12).
∆+ = q∆0, ∆in = [∆0, ∆+].
η+ :=
√
∆0 < η1 < · · · < ηM
2
=
√
∆+, η− := −η+, η = [η−, η+].
else
%solving the optimization problem (5.17).
∆− = ∆0/q, ∆in = [∆−, ∆0].
η+ :=
√
∆− < η1 < · · · < ηM
2
:=
√
∆0, η− := −η+, η = [η−, η+].
end if
while 1 ≤ i ≤M do
εi = U\ηi.e(1), tspan=[t, t].
coeff ode = [a, b, c, d], coeff precond = [A,B,C,D].
coeff=[coeff ode; coeff precond].
print ampl data(problem name,εi, n, coeff, tspan,N,∆in,
file path).
%printing AMPL data file. See example.dat in Appendix A.
print ampl model(problem name,deq,N,file path).
%printing AMPL model file. See example.mod in Appendix A.
print ampl runfile(problem name,option,file path).
%printing AMPL run file. See ode.sa1 in Appendix A.
ampl ode.sa1, %solving optimization problem (5.12) or
(5.17) in AMPL by executing ode.sa1.
∆′i = ampl output.
end while
∆′ = max(∆′i).
return ∆′.
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Depending upon the sign of ∆′, we use conditional differential inequality to
compute defect estimates by applying following Algorithm.
Algorithm 2 Compute t1,∆(t1)
Require: t, t, ∆0, ∆±, ∆
′
±.
if ∆′− < 0 then
t1 = min(t, t + (∆− −∆0)/∆′−).
∆′ = ∆′−.
else
if ∆′+ > 0 then
t1 = min(t, t+ (∆+ −∆0)/∆′+).
∆′ = ∆′+.
else
t1 = t.
∆′ = 0.
end if
end if
∆(t1) = ∆0 +∆
′(t1 − t).
return t1,∆(t1).
If t1 computed by Algorithm 2 doesn’t reach t, then there are two possibilities,
either t1− t0 ≥ 20% of time span [t, t] or not. If yes, then apply Algorithm 3
to compute tl and ∆l (defect estimates) otherwise use Algorithm 4 for that
purpose.
Algorithm 3 Computing tl and defect estimate (∆l) for t1 ≥ (t −
t)/5
Require: t, t, ∆0, ∆±, ∆
′
±.
Compute t1, ∆(t1) by applying Algorithm 2.
if t1 ≥ (t− t)/5 then
tl = t1, ∆l = ∆(t1).
return tl,∆l.
end if
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Algorithm 4 Computing tl and defect estimate (∆l) for t1 < (t −
t)/5 and ∆′ > 0
Require: t, t1, t,∆0,∆
′, q, imax, a, b, c, d, A, B,C, D, U,pos, problem name,
deq %system of ODEs, option %option for AMPL solver,
n %dimension of the system of ODEs, N %n + n2,
file path %directory path where the AMPL files are printed.
Ensure: t < t1 < (t− t)/5, q > 1.
if t1 < (t− t)/5 and ∆′ > 0 then
while i ≥ 2 do
∆+ = i∆0q.
With new value of ∆+, apply Algorithm 1 with pos = true
to compute new ∆′.
if ∆′ ≤ 0 then
tl = t, ∆l = ∆0.
return tl, ∆l
else
apply Algorithm 2 to compute t1, ∆(t1).
Now check both cases: t1 ≥ (t− t)/5 or t1 < (t− t)/5.
if t1 ≥ (t− t)/5 then
compute tl, ∆l by applying Algorithm 3.
else
i = i + 1 %increase the value ∆+ = i∆0q and apply
%Algorithm 1 with pos = true.
Continue until i = imax.
if i = imax and t1 < (t− t)/5 then
tl = φ, ∆l = φ.
stop.
end if
end if
end if
end while
return tl, ∆l .
end if
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The following algorithm is used to compute tl and ∆l (defect estimates) for
the case (t1 − t0) < (t− t)/5 and ∆′ < 0.
Algorithm 5 Computing tl and defect estimates (∆l) for t1 < (t −
t)/5 and ∆′ < 0
Require: t, t1, t,∆0,∆
′, q, imax, a, b, c,, d, A,B,C, D,U,pos, problem name,
deq %system of ODEs, option %option for AMPL solver,
n %dimension of the system of ODEs, N %n + n2,
file path %directory path where the AMPL files are printed.
Ensure: t < t1 < (t− t)/5, q > 1.
if t1 < (t− t)/5 and ∆′ < 0 then
while i ≥ 2 do
∆− = ∆0/iq %decrease the value of ∆−.
Now with new value of ∆−, apply Algorithm 1
pos = false and compute new ∆′.
if ∆′ ≥ 0 then
tl = t, ∆l = ∆0.
return tl, ∆l
else
apply Algorithm 2 to compute t1, ∆(t1).
Check both cases: t1 ≥ (t− t)/5 or t1 < (t− t)/5.
if t1 ≥ (t− t)/5 then
compute tl,∆l by applying Algorithm 3.
else
i = i+1 %decrease the value ∆− = ∆0/q and again apply
%Algorithm 1 with pos = false.
Continue until i = imax.
if i = imax and t1 < (t− t)/5 then
tl = φ, ∆l = φ.
stop.
end if
end if
end if
end while
return tl, ∆l.
end if
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Following algorithm is applied to compute tl and ∆l (defect estimates) when
∆′ > 0
Algorithm 6 Computing tl and defect estimate (∆l) for ∆
′ > 0
Require: t, t, ∆0, ∆+, ∆
′, q, a, b, c, d, A, B, C, D, U,pos, problem name,
deq %system of ODEs, option %option for AMPL solver,
n %dimension of the system of ODEs, N %n + n2,
file path %directory path where the AMPL files are printed.
Ensure: tl−1 = t, ∆l−1 = ∆0, q > 1.
if ∆′ > 0 then
compute t1, ∆(t1) by applying Algorithm 2.
We can have two cases: t1 ≥ (t− t)/5 or t1 < (t− t)/5.
if t1 ≥ (t− t)/5 then
apply Algorithm 3 to compute tl, ∆l.
else
apply Algorithm 4 to compute tl, ∆l.
end if
return tl, ∆l.
end if
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The following algorithm is used to compute tl and ∆l (defect estimates) when
∆′ < 0
Algorithm 7 Computing tl and defect estimates (∆l) for ∆
′ < 0
Require: t, t, ∆0, ∆
′, q, a, b, c, d, A, B, C, D, U,pos, problem name,
deq %system of ODEs, option %option for AMPL solver,
n %dimension of the system of ODEs, N %n + n2,
file path %directory path where the AMPL files are printed.
Ensure: tl−1 = t, ∆l−1 = ∆0, q > 1.
if ∆′ < 0 then
apply Algorithm 1 with pos = false and compute new ∆′.
if ∆′ ≥ 0 then
tl = t, ∆l = ∆0.
return tl, ∆l.
else
apply Algorithm 2 to compute t1, ∆(t1).
We can have two cases: t1 ≥ (t− t)/5 or t1 < (t− t)/5.
if t1 ≥ (t− t)/5 then
apply Algorithm 3 to compute tl, ∆l.
else
%now t1 < (t− t)/5.
apply Algorithm 5 to compute tl, ∆l.
end if
end if
return tl, ∆l.s
end if
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We apply following algorithm to compute coefficients of cubic Hermite poly-
nomials for the systems of ODEs and the preconditioner by using the conti-
nuity of function and its first derivative.
Algorithm 8 Computing coefficients a, b, c, d, A,B, C,D
Require: t, t, y %approximate solution of system of ODEs,
y˙ %system of ODEs evaluated at t ∈ [t, t] and y,
Y %approximate solution of system of the preconditioner,
Y˙ %system of the preconditioner evaluated at t ∈ [t, t] and Y ,
h %step length
Ensure: Function is continuously differentiable.
%Computing coefficients a, b, c, d of cubic Hermite polynomial
%for the system of ODEs
a =
(
.
y(t) +
.
y(t) − 2(y(t)− y(t))/h
)
/h2,
b =
(
(y(t)− y(t))/h−
.
y(t)
)
/h,
c =
.
y(t),
d = y(t).
%Computing coefficients A,B, C,D of cubic Hermite
%polynomial for the system of the preconditioner
A =
( .
Y (t) +
.
Y (t) − 2(Y (t)− Y (t))/h
)
/h2,
B =
(
(Y (t)− Y (t))/h−
.
Y (t)
)
/h,
C =
.
Y (t),
D = Y (t).
return a, b, c, d,A,B, C,D.
We compute piecewise continuously differentiable solutions u and U by using
Hermite interpolation for the interval [t1, t] in order to compute coefficients
cubic Hermite polynomials for the systems of ODEs and the preconditioner
for knots.
Algorithm 9 Computing solutions u(t) and U(t) and their first
derivatives
Require: t, t1, t, a, b, c, d, A, B, C, D.
Ensure: t = t1.
if t1 < t then
%Computing cubic Hermite polynomial for the system of ODEs
% and the preconditioner.
u(t) = a(t − t)2(t− t) + b(t − t)2 + c(t− t) + d,
U(t) = A(t − t)2(t − t) +B(t − t)2 + C(t− t) +D,
%and their first derivative
.
u(t) = 2a(t − t)(t − t) + a(t − t)2 + 2b(t − t) + c,
.
U(t) = 2A(t − t)(t − t) + A(t− t)2 + 2B(t − t) + C.
return u(t), U(t),
.
u(t),
.
U(t).
end if
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Now we present an algorithm to compute lists of tl and ∆l(defect estimates)
for [t, t]
Algorithm 10 Computing lists of tl and ∆l for polynomial piece
[t, t]
Require: t, t, lmax, ∆0, q, a, b, c, d, A, B, , C, D, U, pos, problem name,
deq %system of ODEs, option %option for AMPL solver,
n% dimension of the system of ODEs, N %n+n2, file path %directory path
where the AMPL files are printed.
Ensure: tl−1 = t,∆l−1 = ∆0, U = U(t).
while tl < t do
apply Algorithm 1 with pos = true and compute ∆′.
if ∆′ > 0 then
compute tl, ∆l by applying Algorithm 6.
if tl = φ = ∆l then
continue
end if
else
if ∆′ < 0 then
apply Algorithm 7 to compute tl, ∆l.
if tl = φ = ∆l then
continue
end if
else
tl = t, ∆l = ∆0.
return tl, ∆l.
end if
end if
if tl < t then
apply Algorithm 9 to evaluate u(t), U(t),
.
u(t),
.
U(t) at t = tl
and then using these values for t = tl, apply Algorithm 8
to compute coefficients a, b, c, d, and A, B, C, D.
t = tl, ∆0 = ∆l.
l = l + 1.
Continue until l = lmax.
if tlmax < t then
t = tlmax ,∆l = ∆lmax .
stop. % Bounds cannot be improved anymore.
end if
end if
end while
return tl, ∆l.
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5.3 Implementation
We implemented the theory of error bounds in the following steps.
Step I. We construct an ODE model in MATLAB consisting of the systems of
differential equations
y′(t) = F (t, y(t)), t ∈ [0, T ] (5.24)
and the following equation for the preconditioner
.
Y (t) = −Y Fy − Y (δ0 + δk(Y TY )k), t ∈ [0, T ], (5.25)
where δ0 and δk are regularization parameters, and k is a nonnegative
integer. The initial conditions for this model are chosen as
y0 =
y0 + y0
2
, Y0 = Diag (y0 − y0)
−1.
By using an ODE solver, we compute approximate point wise solutions
of the systems (5.24) and (5.25) with y(0) = y0 = (y0 + y0)/2, Y0 =
Diag (y0 − y0)
−1. In order to check the error bounds, we also solve (5.24)
for y(0) = y1 = y0 and y(0) = y2 = y0.
Step II. Using cubic Hermite interpolation, we find an approximate continu-
ously differentiable solution
u(t) = ui(t) for ti−1 ≤ t < ti,
U(t) = Ui(t) for ti−1 ≤ t < ti,
where 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tm = T for the systems (5.24) and precondi-
tioner (5.25) in the form of piecewise cubic polynomials (5.3) and (5.5)
respectively. For each polynomial piece [ti−1, ti] we do the Steps III-V.
Step III. We encode the optimization problems (5.12) and (5.17) in AMPL and
solve them by using AMPL solver IPOPT. For this purpose, we con-
struct the model file, the data file and the command file (Samples of
each file are given in Appendix A). Then by applying Algorithm 1, we
compute ∆′. Currently we are doing local optimization.
Step IV. We compute t1, ∆(t1) by applying Algorithm 2. There are two possi-
bilities: either t1 = t or t1 < t. If t1 = t, then we take tl := t1 = t and
∆l := ∆(t1) and go to Step V. Otherwise we construct lists of tl and
∆l by applying Algorithm 10.
Step V. Using lists of tl and ∆l, computed by Step IV, we plot the component
wise error in the solution by using inequality (5.23). Now we take
∆0 := ∆l and t := tl and return to Step II for the next iteration.
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Note: There is a possibility that the program cannot reach t. In this situation,
further attempts are made as described in Algorithm 10. But if after
finite many iterations, goal is not achieved, then a stopping criteria is
introduced to stop the program at that stage (see Algorithm 10) . This
implies that bounds can not be improved anymore.
Since we are doing local optimization, so bounds are not rigorous. In
order to get sharper bounds, we would need to do rigorous global op-
timization with rounding error control.
The description of our solver is given in next subsection 5.4. For further
explanation, see Appendix B, in particular, MATLAB routine driver.m tells
how to proceed.
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5.4 Graphical representation
The graphical representation of our method is as follows:
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Figure 5.1: Flow diagram for enclosing the solutions
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Chapter 6
Numerical results
In this chapter we apply our solver DIVIS, which implements the new meth-
ods, to compute error bounds for a number of sample ODEs. The results ob-
tained from DIVIS are compared with the solvers VALENCIA-IVP, VNODE-
LP, and VSPODE.
As we shall see, the results obtained from VALENCIA-IVP are not acceptable
except for Example 5. In order to produce tight enclosures for VNODE-LP,
the order of method is kept between 5 − 8. For higher orders, VNODE-
LP does not behave well and diverges at very early stages, for example, in
Example 1, it diverges at t1 = 1.06582 with enclosureW = 7.844519 for order
p = 20. For VSPODE, the orders of Taylor model and interval Taylor series
method are chosen as 17 or 18 depending upon the nature of the problem.
These are observed to be better choices both for VNODE-LP and VSPODE.
The reported widths are always at tend and are represented byWi, i = 1 · · ·n.
In cases where a solver did not reach tend, we usually tried several variants
for the solver settings, and reported the best results.
We have approximated the lower bound y, upper bound y and mid point of
all variables without rounding error control. In general, it may be significant
under restriction of the range but it gives at least some impression. For more
reliable inner approximation, one would have to use Monte-Carlo approach.
Blue dotted lines · · · show three approximated solutions of the system of
ODEs with starting points at the lower bound, the midpoint, and the upper
bound of the initial box. Magenta —show the validated state enclosures
computed by DIVIS, red −− show the enclosures computed by VSPODE.
The enclosures computed by VALENCIA-IVP are shown in black −− and
those obtained form VNODE-LP by −..
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6.1 Examples
6.1.1 Example 1
y′ = −y3,
t ∈ [0, 100], y(t0) = y0 ∈ [0, 1].
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
−1
−0.5
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
Validated enclosures of dy =−y1*y1*y1
q−1 = 1e−11  δ0 =1e−05  δk =1e−05  s=5.0e−01  h=1e−03  k = 1
Figure 6.1: Example 1
VALENCIA-IVP, VNODE-LP and VSPODE do not reach tend. VALENCIA-
IVP diverges at t1 = .998 and the width of enclosure computed at t1 is
W = 1.40e+03. VNODE-LP stops at t1 = 1.683 and the width of enclosure
computed at t1 isW = 6.84 with order of method p = 8. In case of VSPODE,
integration fails at t1 = 14.3879 with W = 28.83, with order of Taylor model
18 and order of interval Taylor series method 17.
But DIVIS reaches tend as shown in Table 6.1.
6.1.2 Example 2
y′ = 1− y2,
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Method W
VALENCIA-IVP −
VNODE-LP −
VSPODE −
DIVIS 2.65× 10−1
yapprox 7.05× 10−2
Table 6.1: Results for Example 1
t ∈ [0, 4], y(t0) = y0 ∈ [3.9, 4.1].
The exact solution is y(t) = (2y0 + 2)/(y0 − (y0 − 1)/ exp(2t) + 1)− 1.
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Validated enclosures of dy =1−y1*y1
q−1 = 1e−09  δ0 =1e−02  s=2.0e−02  h=1e−04  k = 0
Figure 6.2: Example 2
y(tend) = 1.00039715 and y(tend) = 1.00040790.
VALENCIA-IVP diverges at t1 = 1.17540 and the width W of validated
enclosure computed at t1 is 1.012704× 103.
Though VNODE-LP reaches tend with order p = 5, but with y(tend) ∈
[1.0004000, 1.0004100], which shows that the computed enclosure does not
enclose the solution with initial value y0 = 3.9 at tend, Thus the enclosure is
erroneous, and there is a bug in the program. Changes in order makes no
difference in resulting enclosures.
VSPODE reaches tend with order of Taylor model as 18 and order of interval
Taylor series method as 17. DIVIS also reaches tend; the computed enclosures
are slightly sharper than those by VSPODE.
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Method W
VALENCIA-IVP −
VNODE-LP 1.000000× 10−5
VSPODE 1.099999× 10−5
DIVIS 1.097645× 10−5
yapprox 1.074276× 10−5
Table 6.2: Results for Example 2
6.1.3 Example 3
y′ = −y,
t ∈ [0, 5], y(t0) = y0 ∈ [0, 1].
The exact solution is y(t) = y0/ exp (−t)
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
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Validated enclosures of dy =−y1
q−1 = 1e−09  δ0 =−1e−05  s=2.0e−02  h=1e−04  k = 0
Figure 6.3: Example 3
In this case, a validated state enclosures was computed by VALENCIA-IVP,
but the bounds are far too wide where as VNODE-LP with order p = 5,
VSPODE with orders of Taylor model and interval Taylor series method as
18 and 17 respectively and DIVIS produce essentially the same, almost tight
results with 4 decimal places to enclose all possible solutions.
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Method W
VALENCIA-IVP 1.484927× 102
VNODE-LP 6.737950× 10−3
VSPODE 6.738000× 10−3
DIVIS 6.7379711× 10−3
yapprox 6.7379474× 10−3
Table 6.3: Results for Example 3
6.1.4 Example 4
y′1 = −y2,
y′2 = y1,
t ∈ [0, 100], y(t0) ∈ [0, 1]× [−1, 0].
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q−1 = 1e−09  δ0 =−1e−05  s=1.0e−01  h=1e−04  k = 0
Figure 6.4: First component of Example 4
VALENCIA-IVP stops at t1 = 6.907 and the width of validated enclosures
computed, W1 = 1.0000× 103, W2 = 1.0000× 103 is far too wide.
The results obtained from VNODE-LP for order p = 5, VSPODE for orders
of Taylor model and interval Taylor series method as 18 and 17, respectively
and from DIVIS are given in Table 6.4.
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Figure 6.5: Second component of Example 4
Since the ellipsoid enclosing the initial box has bigger volume due to outer
ellipsoidal approximation, the enclosures computed by DIVIS are wider than
those of VNODE-LP and VSPODE. But no additional wrapping is observed.
Method W1 W2
VALENCIA-IVP − −
VNODE-LP 1.3686850 1.3686800
VSPODE 1.3686850 1.3686850
DIVIS 1.4179891 1.4179746
yapprox 1.3686829 3.5595318× 10−1
Table 6.4: Results for Example 4
6.1.5 Example 5
y′1 = y2,
y′2 = y1,
t ∈ [0, 5], y(t0) ∈ [−.1, 0.1]× [0.9, 1.1].
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Figure 6.6: First component of Example 5
It can be observed from Table 6.5 that the validated enclosures computed
by VALENCIA-IVP, VNODE-LP, VSPODE and DIVIS are essentially the
same. The order of method p = 5 for VNODE-LP and order of Taylor model
and interval Taylor series method for VSPODE are 18 and 17 respectively.
Method W1 W2
VALENCIA-IVP 1.485× 102 1.485× 102
VNODE-LP 1.484× 102 1.484× 102
VSPODE 1.484× 102 1.484× 102
DIVIS 1.484× 102 1.484× 102
yapprox 1.484× 102 1.484× 102
Table 6.5: Results of Example 5
6.1.6 Example 6
y′1 = y1 − 2y2,
y′2 = 3y1 − 4y2,
t ∈ [0, 5], y(t0) ∈ [0, 1]× [−1, 0].
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Figure 6.7: Second component of Example 5
VALENCIA-IVP stops at t1 = 1.2388 with wide enclosures W1 = 4.5945 ×
102, W2 = 9.9963× 102.
The enclosures computed by VNODE-LP and VSPODE at tend are almost
same upto 4 decimal places and better than those of DIVIS, again due to the
unavoidable wrapping by the initial ellipsoid. The order of method p = 5 for
VNODE-LP and order of Taylor model and interval Taylor series method for
VSPODE are 18 and 17 respectively.
Method W1 W2
VALENCIA-IVP − −
VNODE-LP 3.3508× 10−2 3.3417× 10−2
VSPODE 3.3508× 10−2 3.3417× 10−2
DIVIS 3.4181× 10−2 3.4092× 10−2
yapprox 6.7379× 10−3 6.7379× 10−3
Table 6.6: Results of Example 6
6.1.7 Example 7
y′1 = y
2
1y
2
2 − y41 − y1y22 + y31 − y42,
y′2 = y1y
3
2 − y31y2 − y32 + y21y2,
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Figure 6.8: First component of Example 6
t ∈ [0, .56], y(t0) ∈ [0.2, 1]× [0.6, 1].
VALENCIA-IVP computes enclosures until t1 = .1608 with wide bounds
W1 = 1.6349×101, W2 = 1.1209×101. a VNODE-LP (with order p = 5) even
reaches only up to t1 = .1558 with wide bounds W1 = 5.1006, W2 = 3.6407.
VSPODE reaches tend but the enclosures are again wide. The order of Taylor
model and interval Taylor series method are 18 and 17 respectively.
DIVIS computes much tighter enclosures at tend.
Method W1 W2
VALENCIA-IVP − −
VNODE-LP − −
VSPODE 4.1367 2.4300
DIVIS 1.4949 5.2537× 10−1
yapprox 3.1500× 10−1 3.9532× 10−1
Table 6.7: Results of Example 7
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Figure 6.9: Second component of Example 6
6.1.8 Example 8
y1
′ = 1 + y21y2 − (y3 + 1)y1,
y2
′ = y1y3 − y21y2,
y3
′ = −y1y3 + 1,
t ∈ [0, .24], y(t0) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 2]× [0, 1].
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Figure 6.10: First component of Example 7
In first and second components, enclosures computed by VALENCIA-IVP
are worst amongst all but in third component, enclosure is better than
that of DIVIS. VNODE-LP computes validated enclosures for the best order
p = 5. VSPODE, both the order of Taylor model and that of order of inter-
val Taylor series method is 17 resulting into better enclosures as compared
to VALENCIA-IVP, VNODE-LP and DIVIS. DIVIS again suffers from the
initial wrapping step.
Method W1 W2 W3
VALENCIA-IVP 4.852 5.358 1.585
VNODE-LP 4.841 5.347 1.577
VSPODE 1.839 2.877 1.169
DIVIS 2.531 5.147 2.476
yapprox 1.059 1.695 7.357
Table 6.8: Results of Example 8
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Figure 6.11: Second component of Example 7
6.1.9 Example 9
y1
′ = −2y2 + y2y3 − y31,
y2
′ = y1 − y1y3 − y32,
y3
′ = y1y2 − y33,
t ∈ [0, .549858], y(t0) ∈ [0, 1.5]× [0, 1.2]× [0, 1].
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Figure 6.12: First component of Example 8
VALENCIA-IVP computes enclosures until t1 = .2576 with wide bounds
W1 = 4.0314e+ 04, W2 = 8.5279, W3 = 5.7964.
VNODE-LP computes enclosures until t1 = .2520 with better bounds W1 =
7.9141, W2 = 4.7274, W3 = 3.3217 with order of method p = 5, but never-
theless couldn’t continue further.
The enclosures computed by VSPODE with order of Taylor model = 17 and
order of interval Taylor series method = 17 diverges after tend (which is why
we chose this tend).
DIVIS reached tend and can be continued beyond this value of t.
6.2 Conclusion
It can be observed from the above presented examples that DIVIS computes
the best enclosures among all methods tested for ODEs or systems of ODEs
containing higher order polynomials. We only need to compute the Jacobian
of the system of ODEs to construct the preconditioner (5.25), whereas the
other solvers need high derivatives and the resulting Taylor series are not so
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Figure 6.13: Second component of Example 8
Method W1 W2 W3
VALENCIA-IVP − − −
VNODE-LP − − −
VSPODE 7.3526 3.0457 3.2130
DIVIS 3.2175 1.7181 1.9901
yapprox 5.1424× 10−1 7.4800× 10−1 9.1389× 10−1
Table 6.9: Results of Example 9
well-behaved. Since our defect estimates are computed by using local op-
timization, the execution time is larger, though. Since we are using outer
ellipsoidal approximation, our initial enclosing set is already an ellipsoid en-
closing the initial box, which leads to an unavoidable increase in the volume
of the enclosures. As a result, our bound are slightly worse than those of the
other solvers when the latter are highly accurate, such as in Examples 4 and
8. (Things would be opposite when the initial uncertainty is ellipsoidal; in
this case the other methods would have this disadvantage.)
We also note that our results are not fully rigorous since we use a heuristic
global optimization solver (multiple local search) only. The rigorous results
would usually be only slightly worse than these heuristic results because for
the wide initial intervals used in the experiments, the additional effect of the
rounding errors is minor. However, in a few cases it might be that only a
local optimum was found, in which case the true bounds could be signifi-
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Figure 6.14: Third component of Example 8
cantly worse. Rigorous bounds could be found by replacing our optimization
heuristics with a rigorous global solver with full error control.
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Figure 6.15: First component of Example 9
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Figure 6.16: Second component of Example 9
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Figure 6.17: Third component of Example 9
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Chapter 7
Perspectives and future work
In this dissertation, we have developed a theory to compute validated so-
lutions of systems of ODEs with uncertain initial conditions. A new solver
DIVIS has been presented to implement this theory. The purposed method
computes defect estimates by using optimization techniques. Then by apply-
ing differential inequality, validated state enclosures for IVPs are computed
that are compared with VALENCIA-IVP, VNODE-LP and VSPODE. Fol-
lowing attempts will be made to improve the efficiency of this scheme.
7.1 Rounding error control
We are using a local optimizer Ipopt that produces local solutions with mul-
tiple starts, therefore, our bounds are not fully rigorous. As mentioned in
section 6.2, this problem can be resolved by using rigorous global optimiza-
tion solver. We also tried COCONUT that is rigorous solver but it was very
slow in our case because we need to solve a lot of optimization problems to
get the bounds. Improved formulation of optimization problem will probably
remove this difficulty of COCONUT solver.
At present, we are using cubic Hermite spline to approximate the solution.
The error can be minimized by applying higher-order spline approximation.
One can use B-splines corresponding to a function that has function value 1
and derivative 0 at all nodes.
Multiple local search also increases the computational efforts. At the mo-
ment, we concentrated on quality of the bounds but not computational cost.
That is why, our solver is slower than the other existing validated ODE
solvers VALENCIA-IVP, VNODE and VSPODE.
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7.2 Solving the system of ODEs with uncer-
tain parameters
To solve the systems of ODEs with uncertain parameters, we need to in-
troduce these parameters as additional variables. Then the system (5.1)
becomes,
y′(t) = F (t, y(t), p), y(0) ∈ y0, p ∈ p, t ∈ [0, T ], (7.1)
where F ∈ C1(D,Rn) is a continuously differentiable function from D ⊆
R
n × Rl to Rn, the function y ∈ Rn, p ∈ Rl are unknown to be solved for,
and y0, p are interval boxes. In order to compute the defect estimates, we will
solve the optimization problems (5.12) or (5.17) by introducing new variable
p as follows:
When bound growth is expected we will solve
max
p,,t
2(U(t))T (U(t)(F (t, u(t) + , p)− u(t)′) + U(t)′)
s.t. ∆0 ≤ ‖U(t)‖2 ≤ ∆+,
p ≤ p ≤ p, t ∈ [t, t] (7.2)
and for decaying bound, we will solve
max
p,,t
2(U(t))T (U(t)(F (t, u(t) + , p)− u(t)′) + U(t)′)
s.t. ∆− ≤ ‖U(t)‖2 ≤ ∆0,
p ≤ p ≤ p, t ∈ [t, t]. (7.3)
7.3 BVPs
It would be interesting to extend the work done to handle boundary value
problems (BVPs).
For BVPs, validated state enclosures can be computed by computing Jaco-
bian for the system of ODEs. For this we consider a two-point BVP of order
n on a finite interval [t, t] given in the form
y′(t) = F (t, y(t)), t ∈ (t, t), yi(t) := yi if i ∈ I, By(t) = b, (7.4)
where y, F ∈ Rn. The boundary values are evaluated at two extreme points
t and t.
If F is linear, then these BVPs can be transformed into initial value prob-
lems (IVPs) by applying the superposition principle for solutions of linear
differential equation Cap [15]. In order to solve linear BVPs, for each i /∈ I,
we solve an IVP with
y(t) = y0 which gives y
(0)(t), y0i =
{
y
i
if i ∈ I,
xi otherwise
(7.5)
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y(t) = y0 + e
(i) and obtain a solution y(i)(t). Then
y(t) = y(0)(t) +
∑
i/∈I
xi(y
(i)(t)− y(0)(t)) (7.6)
solves the ODE and the initial condition at t, and we have
y(t) = y(0)(t) +
∑
i/∈I
xi(y
(i)(t)− y(0)(t)). (7.7)
Therefore, we get solution of the BVP if By(t) = b. This leads to the linear
system
Ax = a,
A : i = y(i)(t)− y(0)(t),
a = y(t)− y(0)(t).
If A is nonsingular, we find
x = A−1a.
A rigorous IVP solver produces enclosures
y(0)(t) for y(0)(t),
y(i)(t) for y(i)(t)
and hence enclosure A of A and a of a. If A is regular, then for some
x ∈ A−1a, (7.6) solves the BVP.
If F is nonlinear, a shooting method must be applied and in place of A, one
needs Jacobian enclosure that leads to extra work Lohner, Clark [52, 21].
One can also use homotopy-type methods like Plum [86, 87] who computed
enclusion interval for eigenvalues. Watson [108] also applied homotopy-
type method to a class of nonlinear two points BVPs, and solved system of
nonlinear equations by using shooting method but we concentrate on IVPs.
7.4 Generalization towards differential alge-
braic equations
Differential algebraic equations arise in many applications especially when
modelling constrained mechanical systems, electrical circuits and chemical
reaction kinetics etc. We consider an implicit differential equation
F (t, y(t), y′(t)) = 0, t ∈ [t0, tm]. (7.8)
If ∂F/∂y′ is nonsingular, then an ODE can be obtained by solving (7.8) for y′.
But it becomes impossible in case of singular ∂F/∂y′. In this situation, so-
lution y has to satisfy certain algebraic constraints. Therefore, when ∂F/∂y′
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is singular, (7.8) is known as differential algebraic equations. In DAEs, all
variables can not be freely initialized. To solve these equations, one needs
to find the consistent initial conditions. For such consistent initialization,
derivatives of some of the component functions of the DAE are taken into
account. The highest order of the derivative required for that purpose is
known as differentiation index.
7.4.1 Definition. The nonlinear DAE (7.8) has (differentiation) index µ if
µ is the minimal number of differentiations
F (t, y(t), y′(t)) = 0,
dF (y′(t), y(t), t)
dt
= 0, · · · , d
µF (y′(t), y(t), t)
dt
= 0 (7.9)
such that the equations (7.9) allow to extract an explicit ordinary differential
system y′(t) = φ(t, y(t)) using only algebraic manipulations [96].
A number of schemes have been developed to solve these systems. For detail
see [88, 89, 5, 27, 30, 10].
In principle, the scheme presented in this thesis can also be generalized to-
wards differential algebraic equations (DAE). For that purpose, we need to
extend the conditional differential inequality to implicit case.
7.5 Automatic choice of parameters
At present, we choose step length and regularizing parameters by hand. We
need to make these input variables automatized. This would involve looking
into the nature of the problem, Jacobian of the system of ODEs, condition
number etc.
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Appendix A
This section reports the samples of the AMPL model file, the data file and
the command file for the 2-dimensional system of ODEs
y′1 = −y2,
y′2 = y1, t ∈ [0, 100], y(t0) ∈ [0, 1]× [−1, 0].
AMPL model
Following is the sample of the AMPL model to solve optimization problems
(5.12) and (5.17).
#########################
##### example7.mod #####
#########################
#
set L1; # set of input deltas
set L; # no. of output delta_prime
param dim; # dimensions of the system of ODEs
set N:=1..dim; # dimensions
# dimension of the systems of ODEs and the
# preconditioner
set NP:=1..dim^2+dim;
#
#######################
# parameters
#######################
# coefficient of the cubic Hermite polynomials
#
# coefficient of cubic term
param AA{i in L,j in NP};
#
# coefficient of quadratic term
param BB{i in L,j in NP};
#
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# coefficient of linear term
param CC{i in L,j in NP};
#
# coefficient of constant term
param DD{i in L,j in NP};
#
#######################
# coefficient of the cubic Hermite polynomial U
# (solution of the system of preconditioner)
#
param A{i in N,j in N};
param B{i in N,j in N};
param C{i in N,j in N};
param D{i in N,j in N};
#
#######################
# coefficient of the cubic Hermite polynomial u
# (solution of the system of ODEs)
#
param a{j in N};
param b{j in N};
param c{j in N};
param d{j in N};
#
# input Deltas
#
param Delta_l{k in L1};
param delta_l_1>=0;
param delta_l>=delta_l_1;
#
#######################
#
param TT1{i in L};
param TT2{i in L};
param T1>=0;
param T2>=T1;
#
#
#######################
# variables
#######################
#
var eps{j in N} ;
#
var t;
#
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#########################################
# approximate solution U of the system
# of preconditioner
#########################################
var U{i in N,j in N}=A[i,j]*(t-T1)^2*(t-T2)
+B[i,j]*(t-T1)^2+C[i,j]*(t-T1)+D[i,j];
#
# Ist derivative of U
#
var Uprime{i in N,j in N}=2*A[i,j]*(t-T1)*(t-T2)
+A[i,j]*(t-T1)^2+2*B[i,j]*(t-T1)+C[i,j];
#
#######################
# approximate solution u of the system of ODEs
#
var u{j in N}=a[j]*(t-T1)^2*(t-T2)+b[j]*(t-T1)^2
+c[j]*(t-T1)+d[j];
#
# Ist derivative of u
#
var uprime{j in N}=2*a[j]*(t-T1)*(t-T2)
+a[j]*(t-T1)^2+2*b[j]*(t-T1)+c[j];
var y{j in N}=u[j]+eps[j]; #cubic splines
#
#######################
# system of ODEs ;
#
var F{j in N}
=if j=1 then -y[2]
else y[1];
#
#######################
# system of ODEs ;
#
var yprime{j in N}
=if j=1 then -u[2]
else u[1];
#
#######################
var uprime_yprime{j in N}=yprime[j]-uprime[j];
#######################
# simplifying the optimization problem
#
var Y{j in N}=F[j]-uprime[j];
#
########################
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#var prod_U_Y{i in N}=sum{j in N}(U[i,j]*Y[j]);
#
########################
#
var prod_Uprime_eps{i in N}=sum{j in N}(Uprime[i,j]*eps[j]);
#
########################
#
var sum_U_Uprime{j in N}=prod_U_Y[j]+prod_Uprime_eps[j];
#
########################
#
var eta{i in N}= sum{j in N}U[i,j]*eps[j];
var eta_normed_squared=sum{i in N}eta[i]^2;
#
########################
#solving optimization problem
# objective;
#
maximize del_prime:2*sum{j in N}eta[j]*sum_U_Uprime[j];
subject to e1:eta_normed_squared>=delta_l_1; #delta(l)
subject to e2:eta_normed_squared<=delta_l; #delta(l+1)
subject to t1:t>=T1;
subject to t2:t<=T2;
AMPL data
A typical AMPL data file for this model is given as:
############################
###### example7.dat #######
############################
data;
############################
# sets
set L1:= 1 2; # number of input Deltas
set L:= 1; # number of output Delta_prime
##########################
# parameters
param dim:= 2; # dimension of the system of ODEs
100
##########################
var eps:=
1 -1.64825889 2 0.98911657 ;
##########################
var t:= 99.9999; # initial guess for time span
##########################
param: TT1 TT2:=
1 99.9999 100 ; # time span
##########################
# coefficient of cubic term
param AA: 1 2 3 4 5 6:=
1 -0.10931 -0.02951 -0.02061 -0.03753 0.03811 -0.02049;
# coefficient of quadratic term
param BB: 1 2 3 4 5 6:=
1 -0.08896 0.34218 -0.11753 0.06578 -0.06681 -0.11698 ;
# coefficient of linear term
param CC: 1 2 3 4 5 6:=
1 0.68436 0.17791 0.13541 0.23129 -0.23486 0.13479 ;
# constant coefficient
param DD: 1 2 3 4 5 6:=
1 0.17791 -0.68435 0.23215 -0.13653 0.13866 0.23106 ;
##########################
param: Delta_l:=
1 0.26801291946
2 0.26857557312 ;
;
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AMPL run file
These model and data files are executed using a separate command file
namely ode.sa1 as follows:
############################
######### ode.sa1 #########
############################
# calling AMPL model
model example7.mod;
# calling input data file for AMPL model
data example7.dat;
printf "function del_prime=ampl_output()\n"
>ampl_output.m;
# Assigning suitable positions to coeffients
# of cubic Hermite interpolants of the
# system of precontioner from AMPL data file.
for {j in N}{for {k in N}{
let A[k,j] := AA[1,dim+dim*(k-1)+j];
let B[k,j] := BB[1,dim+dim*(k-1)+j];
let C[k,j] := CC[1,dim+dim*(k-1)+j];
let D[k,j] := DD[1,dim+dim*(k-1)+j];
}
# Assigning suitable positions to coeffients
# of cubic Hermite interpolants of the system
# of ODEs from AMPL data file.
let a[j] := AA[1,j];
let b[j] := BB[1,j];
let c[j] := CC[1,j];
let d[j] := DD[1,j];
}
# solving L AMPL models to compute delta prime.
for {l in L}{
let T1 := TT1[1]; # t_low
let T2 := TT2[1]; # t_up
let delta_l_1:=Delta_l[l]; # delta_0
let delta_l:= Delta_l[l+1]; # delta_1
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option substant 1; #substitution
option show_stats 1; # show what presolve does
option solver ipopt;
option display_precision 15;
solve;
# checking whether the optimization problem has
# feasible solution or not.
if match (solve_message, "infeasible") > 0
then
{
printf "del_prime=[];\n">ampl_output.m;
break;
}
# checking whether the optimization problem is
# bounded or not.
else if match (solve_message, "unbounded") > 0
then
{
printf "del_prime=[];\n">ampl_output.m;
break;
}
printf "del_prime(%i)=%12.24f;\n",l,
del_prime>ampl_output.m
}
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Appendix B: The DIVIS
package
Installation and use
This section reports the installation and use of our newly developed solver
DIVIS. Sample of input files for (7.10)
y′1 = −y2, (7.10)
y′2 = y1, t ∈ [0, 100], y(t0) ∈ [0, 1]× [−1, 0]. (7.11)
is given as follows:
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% example.m %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
function dy =example7_deq
%
dy{1}= ’-y(2)’;
dy{2}= ’y(1)’;
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%% initial_condition %%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
function [yinf,ysup] = example7_icond
yinf= [0 -1];
ysup= [1 0];
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% time_span %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
function [t0,splines,tend]= example7_tl
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t0 = 0;
splines=1000;
tend =100;
%
To install the software, one needs to copy the divis folder on the computer
where it is going to be executed, change to the directory <path>/divis/main,
where <path> is the directory in which the divis folder is copied. Then make
the following changes.
• Go to ../divis/main/config.m and change the path in
conf.home=’/users/qaisra/’; to path<path> containing the divis folder.
• Define your ODE model consisting of three MATLAB files according
to the sample given above. Execute ../divis/main/driver.m to solve
system of ODEs. For user’s convenience, the MATLAB file for driver
is given below.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% driver %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% CALLING SEQUENCE
%
% driver
%
% SYNOPSIS:
%
% driver.m is the main calling sequence that calls
% MATLAB subroutine batch.m to execute this solver.
%
conf=config;
%
eval([’cd ’,conf.main]);
%
option= ’option solver ipopt;% optimization solver
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% file_list is the number of the example to be
% solved in subdirectory
%
% ..\divis\test_problems\ex#file_list
%
% This subdirectory consists of MATLAB files for the
% system of ODEs and its initial conditions. e.g;
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% if we choose file_list =1, then this solver will
% execute example1 in ..\divis\test_problems\ex#1.
% The folder ex#1 must have three input files
%
% 1. example1_deq.m %consisting of system of ODEs,
%
% 2. example1_icond.m %consisting of initial box y0,
%
% 3. example1_tl.m %containing time span [t0,tend].
%
file_list =1;
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% fac_refine_plot is factor used to make a refined plot
fac_refine_plot =10;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% fac_delta4reg is regularization factors for the
% preconditioner.
%
% Uprime=-UFy-U(del_0+del_k(U’U)^k), k=0,1,2.
%
% In this case, del_0 and del_k are regularization
% factor so we take fac_delta4reg=[del_0;del_k], k=0,1,2.
% If no regularization is involved then take
% fac_delta4reg=[0;0]; In that case preconditioner
% reduces to Uprime=-UFy.
%
fac_delta4reg =[5e-1;5e-1];
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% fac_k4reg is the variable k in the preconditioner.
%
% Uprime=-UFy-U(del_0+del_k(U’U)^k), k=0,1,2.
%
fac_k4reg = 1;
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
h=1e-4; % step length
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% q is the multiplcation factor to compute Delta_1 as
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%% Delta_pos=q*Delta0,
% required to solve the optimization problem
% for the case when bound growth is expected and
%
% Delta_neg=Delta0/q, with q>1
% for the case when decaying bound is expected.
%
q =1e-6;
%
% If the system is to be solved with preconditioning
% put precond=1 otherwise precond=0.
%
precond=1;
%
%
batch(conf,option,file_list,fac_refine_plot,...
fac_delta4reg,fac_k4reg,q,h,precond).
%
Headers of MATLAB routines
This section reports a list of headers of MATLAB routines in our imple-
mentation for computing the error bounds of ODEs. These are arranged in
the same sequence in which MATLAB routines are executed. In Figure 5.1,
reader can observe which files are automatically generated from input files.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% batch %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% CALLING SEQUENCE
%
% batch(conf,option,file_list,fac_refine_plot,...
% fac_delta4reg,fac_k4reg,q,h,precond).
%
% SYNOPSIS:
%
% batch.m is a calling sequence that evaluates the
% system of ODEs with initial conditions. To compute
% and then plot the component-wise error in the
% solutions, it calls the following subroutines
%
% 1. mk_system_preconditioner.m to compute the
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% Jacobian of system of ODEs required to construct
% preconditioner.
%
% 2. print_systems_ODEs_preconditioner.m to print the
% system of ODEs and the preconditioner. For detail
% see synopsis of print_systems_ODEs_preconditioner.m.
%
% 3. print_ample_model.m to print an ampl model to
% solve the optimization problem.
%
% 4. print_ampl_runfile.m that prints an AMPL file
% ode.sa1. to execute AMPL model and data files
% to solve the optimization problem.
%
% 5. bds_regularized_precond.m that computes component-
% wise error in the solutions by applying conditional
% differential inequality.
%
%
% INPUT:
%
% conf: configuring path
%
% option: optimization solver option
%
% file_list: number of the problem consisting of the
% systems of ODE
%
% fac_refine_plot: factor used to make a refined plot
%
% fac_delta4reg: regularization factors for preconditioner
% Uprime=-UFy-U(del_0+del_k(U’U)^k), k=0,1,2.
% In this case, del_0 and del_k’s are
% regularization factor so we take
% fac_reg=[del_0;del_k]
%
% fac_k4reg: variable k=0,1,2 in the preconditioner
% Uprime=-UFy-U(del_0+del_k(U’U)^k)
%
% h: step-length
%
% q: multiplcation factor to compute Delta_1
% as Delta_1=q*Delta0 with q>1.
%
% precond Boolean variable 0 or 1.
%
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% mk_system_preconditioner %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% CALLING SEQUENCE
%
% mk_system_preconditioner(deq,fac_delta4reg,...
% fac_k4reg,expath)
%
% SYNOPSIS:
%
% mk_system_preconditioner.m prints a MATLAB file
% compute_Jacobian.m to compute the Jacobian Fy of the
% system of ODEs and then simplifies the preconditioner
% Uprime = -UFy-U(del_0+del_k(U’U)^k),
% for k= 0,1,2 or 3.
%
% INPUT:
%
% deq: system of ODEs
%
% fac_delta4reg: regularization factors del_0,
% del_k for preconditioner
%
% fac_k4reg: factor k=0,1,2 in the preconditioner
% Uprime=-UFy-U(del_0+del_k(U’U)^k)
%
% expath: directory where the file
% compute_Jacobian.m is printed.
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% num2symbolic %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% CALLING SEQUENCE
%
% deq=num2symbolic(deq)
%
% SYNOPSIS:
%
% num2symbolic.m converts the system of ODEs from
% numerical syntax to the symbolic one required
% for symbolic toolbox.
%
% INPUT:
%
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% deq: system of ODEs with numerical syntax
% e.g., y’=y(1)
%
% OUTPUT:
%
% deq: system of ODEs with symbolic syntax
% e.g., y’=y1
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%% print_systems_ODEs_preconditioner %%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% CALLING SEQUENCE
%
% print_systems_ODEs_preconditioner(name,dim,deq,expath)
%
% SYNOPSIS:
%
% print_systems_ODEs_preconditioner(name,dim,deq,expath)
% automatically prints a MATLAB file consisting of
% the systems of ODEs and the preconditioner. It
% calls symbolic2num.m to convert the variables
% of the system of ODES and the preconditioner
% from symbolic syntax to numerical one.
%
% INPUT:
%
% name: name of the problem
%
% dim: dimension of the system of ODEs
%
% deq: system of ODEs
%
% expath: directory where two MATLAB files,
% one consisting of the systems of ODEs
% and the preconditioner and the other
% with only system of ODEs are
% automatically printed
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% symbolic2num %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% CALLING SEQUENCE
%
% Var_eq=symbolic2num
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%% SYNOPSIS:
%
% symbolic2num.m converts the syntax of variables
% for the systems of ODEs and the preconditioner
% from symbolic to numerical one to compute the
% numerical solutions for these systems.
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% print_ampl_model %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% CALLING SEQUENCE
%
% print_ample_model(name,deq,yinf,file_path)
%
% SYNOPSIS:
%
% print_ampl_model.m automatically prints a model
% file to solve a maximization problem in AMPL.
% This model computes del_prime for the problem
% y’=F(t,y), y=u+eps. For this purpose,
% coefficients a1,b1,c1,d1 and a2,b2,c2,d2, of
% the cubic Hermite splines u and U (solutions of
% systems of ODEs and the preconditioner respectively)
% are computed by compute_approx_soln.m.
%
% The optimization problem has the form
%
% max 2(eta)’*(U*(F(t,u+eps)-uprime)+Uprime*eps)
% s.t. delta_l<=norm(eta)<= delta_l+1,
% s.t. t_low <= t <= t_up,
% where
% u = a(t-t_low)^2(t-t_up)+b(t-t_low)^2
% +c(t-t_low)+d,
% uprime = 2a(t-t_low)(t-t_up)+a(t-t_low)^2
% +2b(t-t_low)+c
% u = A(t-t_low)^2(t-t_up)+B(t-t_low)^2
% +C(t-t_low)+D,
% Uprime = 2A(t-t_low)(t-t_up)+A(t-t_low)^2
% +2B(t-t_low)+C.
%
% eps is input parameter for this problem and is
% computed separately in subroutine
% compute_t_l_delta_l.m and eta=U(t)*eps.
%
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% This subroutine calls mat2ampl.m to convert the MATLAB
% syntax of variables for the systems of ODEs and the
% preconditioner into AMPL syntax.
%
% INPUT:
%
% name: problem name
%
% deq: system of ODEs
%
% dim: dimension of the system of ODEs
%
% file_path: path of directory to print data file
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% mat2ampl %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% CALLING SEQUENCE
%
% deq=mat2ampl(deq)
%
% SYNOPSIS:
%
% mat2ampl.m converts the MATLAB syntax of variables
% for the systems of ODEs and the preconditioner
% into AMPL syntax required to solve AMPL model.
%
% INPUT:
%
% deq: system of ODEs % MATLAB syntax
% e.g., y’=y(1)
% OUTPUT:
%
% deq: system of ODEs % AMPL syntax
% e.g., y’=y[1]
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% print_ampl_runfile %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% CALLING SEQUENCE
%
% print_ampl_runfile(name,file_path)
%
% SYNOPSIS:
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%% print_ampl_runfile.m automatically prints a file
% ode.sa1 that calls ampl model and data files to
% solve the optimization problem. The output
% delta_prime is printed in a file ampl_output.m
%
% INPUT:
%
% name: problem name
%
% file_path: path of directory to print the file
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% bds_regularized_precond %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% CALLING SEQUENCE
%
% bds_regularized_precond(name,M,dim,n_steps,h,...
% q_up,file_path)
%
% SYNOPSIS:
%
% bds_regularized_precond.m computes the error bounds
% of the system of ODEs. For each interval,
% [t(i), t(i+1)], i=1:n_steps, we plot approximate
% solutions at extreme points of initial box that are
% computed from compute_approx_soln.m. To solve
% optimization problems in AMPL, we compute the
% coefficients of cubic Hermite polynomials a,b,c,d
% and A,B,C,D for the systems of ODEs and the
% preconditioner respectively by using
% compute_coeff_hermite.m. A list of defect estimates
% Delta’s and their corresponding t’s is computed from
% compute_t_l_Delta_l.m.
% We construct tlist, Delta_list from these Delta’s and
% t’s. Using the coefficients a,b,c,d and A,B,C,D, of
% continuously differentiable solutions ylist, Ulist of
% the system of ODEs and the preconditioner are evaluated
% at tlist. Finally the lower bound ylist-cor and upper
% bound ylist+cor of the component-wise error in the
% solution of the system of ODEs are plotted, where
% cor = Vnorm.*sqrt(Delta_list), Vnorm = norm(inv(Ulist)).
%
% INPUT:
%
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% problem: name of problem
%
% M: factor to refine the plot
%
% dim: dimension of the system of ODEs
%
% n_steps: number of steps to compute error bounds
%
% h: step length
%
% q: multiplcation factor to compute Delta_1 as
% Delta_pos=q*Delta0, required to solve the
% optimization problem
%
% file_path: path of directory where MATLAB files
% consisting of system of ODEs, the
% preconditioner, initial conditions are
% printed
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% compute_approx_soln %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% CALLING SEQUENCE:
%
% [tspline ,y0v,yinf,ysup,y,Y,yprime,yinf_prime,...
% ysup_prime,Yprime,Delta0]=compute_approx_solutions(name,...
% t0,tend,n_steps)
%
% SYNOPSIS:
%
% compute_approx_solutions.m computes approximate
% solutions of the system of ODEs and the preconditioner
% at mid point of the initial box by using ODE solver ode45.
% For that purpose, initial conditions y_inf,y_sup for the
% system of ODEs are evaluated. Initial Delta, is computed
% by Delta0=dim/4. This choice of Delta0 makes it sure
% that initial box lies within the ellipsoid.
%
% Approximate solutions to the system of ODEs are also
% computed at extreme points of the initial box using
% ode45. Then systems of ODEs and the preconditioner are
% evaluated at these solutions required to compute the
% coefficients of the cubic Hermite splines.
%
%
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% INPUT:
%
% name: name of the problem
%
% t0: starting time
%
% tend: ending time
%
% n_steps: number of steps to compute error bounds
%
% OUTPUT:
%
% tspline spline nodes
%
% y0v: initial condition for the systems of ODES
% and the preconditioner
%
% yinf: approximate solution computed at yinf
%
% ysupe: approximate solution computed at ysup
%
% y: approximate solution computed at mid point
% u0=(yinf+ysup)/2
%
% Y: approximate solution to the system of the
% preconditioner
%
% yprime: system of ODEs evaluated at t and y
%
%
% yinf_prime: system of ODEs evaluated at t and yinf
%
%
% ysup_prime: system of ODE evaluated at t and ysup
%
%
% Yprime: system of the precontioner evaluated at t
% and Y
%
% condY: condition number of the system of preconditioner
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% compute_coeff_hermite %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% CALLING SEQUENCE
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%% [coeff_ode,coeff_precond,coeff_ysup,coeff_yinf]=...
% compute_coeff_hermite(t_low,t_up,y_approx,...
% Y_approx,yprime,Yprime,dim)
%
% SYNOPSIS:
%
% compute_coeff_hermite.m computes the coefficients of
% cubic Hermite polynomial for the systems of ODEs and
% the preconditioner
%
% INPUT:
%
% t_low: starting time
%
% t_up: end time
%
% y: approximate solution of the system of ODEs
% computed at mid point u0 of the initial box
% [yinf,ysup]
%
% y_inf: approximate solution of the system of ODEs
% computed at yinf
%
% y_sup: approximate solution of the system of ODEs
% computed at ysup
%
% Y: approximate solution of the system of
% preconditioner computed at mid point u0
%
% yprime: Value of the system of ODEs evaluated at
% mid point of u0
%
% yinf_prime: Value of the system of ODEs evaluated at yinf
%
% ysup_prime: Value of the system of ODEs evaluated at ysup
%
% Yprime: Value of the system of the system of the
% preconditioner evaluated at mid point
%
% dim: dimension of the system of ODEs
%
%
% OUTPUT:
%
% coeff_ode: coefficients of the cubic Hermite polynomial
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% of the system of ODEs solved at u0
%
% coeff_precond: coefficients of the cubic Hermite polynomial
% of the system of preconditioner solved at u0
%
% coeff_ysup: coefficients of the cubic Hermite polynomial
% of the system of ODEs solved at yinf
%
% coeff_yinf: coefficients of the cubic Hermite polynomial
% of the system of ODEs solved at ysup
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% compute_t_l_Delta_l %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% CALLING SEQUENCE:
%
% [coeff_ode_t1,coeff_yinf_t1,coeff_ysup_t1,...
% coeff_precond_t1,t_l,Delta_t_l]=compute_t_l_Delta_l(name,...
% q,U,dim,coeff_ode,coeff_yinf,coeff_ysup,coeff_precond,...
% t_low,t_up,y0v,Delta0,file_path)
%
% SYNOPSIS:
%
% compute_t_l_Delta_l.m computes lists of t_l and Delta_l
% for each polynomial piece required to plot component wise
% error in the solution. To do so, an optimization problem
% is solved by compute_delprime.m to compute Delta_prime_1.
% Depending upon the sign of Delta_prime_1, lists of t_l
% and Delta_l are computed. For example,
% if Delta_prime_1>0,
% compute t_l and Delta_l by t_l_Delta_l4pos_delprime.m.
% If Delta_prime_1<0,
% apply t_l_Delta_l4neg_delprime.m to compute t_l, Delta_l.
% If Delta_prime_1=0, then take t_l = [t0,t_up] and
% Delta_l=[Delta0 Delta0].
% There is a possibility that t_l can not reach t_up. In that
% case, choose t_low=t_1=t_l(end) and compute coefficients of
% the cubic hermite polynomials y and Y at new t_low and again
% solve the optimization problem in AMPL for
% Delta0=Delta_l(end) to compute Delta_prime_1. Again depending
% upon the sign of Delta_prime_1, compute t_l and Delta_l.
% Continue until t_l(end)=t_up.
%
%[coeff_ode_t1,coeff_yinf_t1,coeff_ysup_t1,coeff_precond_t1,...
% t_l,Delta_t_l]=compute_t_l_Delta_l(name,q,U,dim,...
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% coeff_ode,coeff_yinf,coeff_ysup,coeff_precond,t_low,t_up,...
% y0v,Delta0,file_path)
% INPUT:
%
% name: problem name
%
% q: multiplcation factor to compute Delta_1 as
% Delta_1=q*Delta0 with q>1
%
% U: solution of of the system of preconditioner
% at midpoint u0
%
% dim: dimension of the system of ODEs
%
% t_low: starting time
%
% t_up: end time
%
% coeff_ode: coefficients of the cubic Hermite polynomial
% of the system of ODEs solved at u0
%
% coeff_precond: coefficients of the cubic Hermite polynomial
% of the system of preconditioner
%
% coeff_ysup: coefficients of the cubic Hermite polynomial
% of the system of ODEs solved at yinf
%
% coeff_yinf: coefficients of the cubic Hermite polynomial
% of the system of ODEs solved at ysup
%
% y0v: initial conditions for the system of ODEs
% and the preconditioner
%
% Delta0: starting input Delta
%
% file_path: path of the directory
%
%
% OUTPUT:
%
% coeff_ode_t1: coefficients of cubic Hermite polynomials
% of the system of ODEs computed at
% [t_1,t_up]
%
% coeff_yinf_t1: coefficients of cubic Hermite polynomials
% evaluated at [t_1,t_up] for the system of
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% ODEs solved at yinf
%
% coeff_ysup_t1: coefficients of cubic Hermite polynomials
% evaluated at [t_1,t_up] for the system of
% ODEs solved at ysup
%
% coeff_precond_t1:coefficients of cubic Hermite polynomials
% for the system of preconditioner evaluated
% at [t_1,t_up]
%
% t_l: list of changing time points
%
% Delta_l: list of changing Delta
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% compute_delprime %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% CALLING SEQUENCE:
%
% Del_prime_1 = compute_delprime(name,dim,coeff,t_span,...
% y0v,Delta0,Delta_1,U,file_path
%
% SYNOPSIS:
%
% compute_delprime.m computes Delta_prime_1 by solving
% optimization problems in AMPL. A list of eta’s is
% constructed by taking tim=5,
% eta_pos =sqrt(Delta0+(Delta_1-Delta0)/tim*[0:tim]),
% eta_neg=-eta_pos, eta = [eta_pos eta_neg]’ and
% eps= (U\eta)’.
% Due to local optimization solver Ipopt, for each eps,
% an optimization problem
%
% max 2(eta)’*(U*(F(t,u+eps)-uprime)+Uprime*eps)
% s.t. Delta0<=norm(eta)<= Delta_1
% s.t. t_low <= t <= t_up
%
% is solved in AMPL to compute Delta_prime. Then worst
% case is taking into account by choosing
% Delta_prime_1=max(Delta_prime).
%
%
%
% INPUT:
%
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% name: problem name
%
% dim: dimension of the system of ODEs
%
% coeff: coefficients of cubic Hermite polynomials
% of the system of ODEs and the preconditioner
%
% tspan: time span [t_low,t_up]
%
% y0v: initial conditions for the systems of ODEs and
% the preconditioner
%
% Delta0: starting input Delta
%
% Delta_1: Delta_1 = Delta0*q, or Delta_1 = Delta0/q, q>1
%
% U: solution of of the system of preconditioner
% at t_low
%
%
% file_path: directory path where the file exist
%
%
% OUTPUT:
%
% Delta_prime_1: Worst solution of optimization problem
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% print_ampl_data %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% CALLING SEQUENCE
%
% print_ampl_data(name,eps,dim,coeff,tspan,y0v,...
% Delta_in,file_path)
%
% SYNOPSIS:
%
% print_ampl_data.m prints a data file for ampl model of ODE.
% It prints coefficients A, B, C and D of the cubic Hermite
% polynomials of the solution of the systems of ODEs and the
% preconditioner arranged in tabular form by coef_table.m,
% time span for this problem, input Deltas, Delta0,
% and initial guess for the variable eps.
%
% INPUT:
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%% name: problem name
%
% eps: initial guess for the variable eps in
% optimization problem
%
% dim: dimension of the system of ODEs
%
% coeff: coefficients of cubic Hermite polynomials
%
% tspan: time span for ith interval
%
% y0v: initial conditions for the systems of ODEs
% and the preconditioner
%
% Delta_in: list of input Deltas, (Delta_0, Delta_1)
%
% file_path: path of directory to print data file
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% coef_table %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% CALLING SEQUENCE
%
% [A, B,C,D]=coef_table(coeff,y0v)
%
% SYNOPSIS:
%
% coef_table.m arranges coefficients of the cubic Hermite
% polynomial of the system of ODEs and the preconditioner
% computed by compute_coeff_hermite.m in the format
% required for AMPL data.
%
%
% INPUT
%
% coeff: coefficients of the cubic Hermite polynomials
% of the system of ODEs and the preconditioner
%
% y0v: initial conditions for the system of ODEs
%
% OUTPUT
%
% A: coefficient of cubic term
% B: coefficient of quadratic term
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% C: coefficient of linear term
% D: coefficient of constant term
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% t_l_Delta_l4pos_delprime %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% CALLING SEQUENCE:
%
% [t_l, Delta_l]=t_l_Delta_l4pos_delprime(name,Delta0,...
% q,Delta_1,t_low,t0,t_up,Delta_prime,U,coeff,...
% dim,y0v,file_path)
%
% SYNOPSIS:
%
% When Delta_prime>0, t_l_Delta_l4pos_delprime.m computes
% list of t_l and Delta_l, qused, and fac, where qused is
% the last value of q used to compute Delta_1 and is taken
% as initial q for Delta_1 in next iteration and
% fac = (t_1-t0)/(t_up-t_low) is used for initial guess of
% Delta_1 for next iteration, that is,
% if fac >= .2,
% Delta_1 = Delta0*q;
% else
% Delta_1 = Delta0/q;
% end
% Using input Delta0, Delta_1,t0,
% and t_up, applying cond_diff_inequality.m to compute t_1
% and Delta_t_1. Now check (t_1-t0) >= (t_up-t0)/5. If yes,
% then take t_l=t_1, Delta_l = Delta_t_1 otherwise apply
% iterative_case4pos_del_prime.m to compute t_l and Delta_l.
%
% INPUT:
%
% name: problem name
%
% Delta0: starting input Delta.
%
% q: multiplcation factor to compute Delta_1 as
% Delta_1=q*Delta0 with q>1
%
% Delta_1: Delta_1= Delta0*q, or Delta_1 = Delta0/q, q>1
%
% U: solution of of the preconditioner at t_low
%
% dim: dimension of the system of ODEs
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%% t_low: starting time
%
% t0: t_low<t0<t_up,
%
% t_up: end time
%
% coeff: coefficients of cubic Hermite polynomials of
%
% the systems of ODEs
%
% y0v: initial conditions for the system of ODEs
% and the preconditioner
%
%
% Delta_prime: ampl output
%
% file_path: path where the file exist
%
%
% OUTPUT:
%
% t_l: list of changing time points
%
% Delta_l: list of changing Delta
%
% fac: a factor (t_1-t0)/(t_up-t_low) used for
% initial guess of Delta_1 for next iteration
%
% qused: last value of q used in iterative scheme.
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%% iterative_case4pos_del_prime %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% CALLING SEQUENCE:
%
% [t_l,Delta_t_l,fac,qused] = ...
% iterative_case4pos_del_prime(name,t_low,t0,t_up,U,...
% q,Delta0,y0v,coeff,dim,file_path)
%
% SYNOPSIS:
%
% iterative_case4pos_del_prime computes t_l, Delta_l and qused,
% and fac, where qused is the last value of q used to compute
% Delta_1 and is taken as initial q for Delta_1 in next
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% iteration and fac = (t_1-t0)/(t_up-t_low) is used for
% initial guess of Delta_1 for next iteration, that is,
% if fac >= .2,
% Delta_1 = Delta0*q;
% else
% Delta_1 = Delta0/q;
% end
% If Delta_prime_1>0, compute t_1, Delta_1 as an output of
% cond_diff_inequality.m.
% If t_1 couldn’t reach t_up, then check whether this t_1 is
% greater or equal to 20% of the interval [t0 t_up] or not.
% If yes, return t_l=[t0,t_1] and Delta_l=[Delta0,Delta_t_1].
%
% But if it is not the case, increase Delta_1 by increasing
% the value of q and then with Delta_1 = Delta0*q, solve the
% optimization problem. If Delta_prime_1>0, then proceed as
% above to compute t_1, otherwise return t_l=[t0,t_1] and
% Delta_l=[Delta0, Delta0].
% Continue this process until t_1(end)=t_up or Delta_prime<=0.
%
%
% INPUT:
%
% name: problem name
%
% q: multiplcation factor to compute Delta_1 as
% Delta_1=q*Delta0 with q>1
%
% U: solution of of the system of preconditioner
% computed at t_low
%
% dim: dimension of the system of ODEs
%
% t_low: starting time
%
% t_up: ending time
%
% t0: t_low<t0<t_up,
%
% coeff: coefficients of cubic Hermite polynomials
%
% y0v: initial conditions for the system of ODEs
%
% Delta0: starting input Delta.
%
% file_path: directory path where the file exist
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%%
% OUTPUT:
%
% t_l: list of changing time points
%
% Delta_l: list of changing Delta
%
% fac: a factor (t_1-t0)/(t_up-t_low) used for
% initial guess of Delta_1 for next iteration
%
% qused: last value of q used in iterative scheme.
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% t_l_Delta_l4neg_delprime %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% CALLING SEQUENCE:
%
% [t_l,Delta_t_l,fac,q] = t_l_Delta_l4neg_delprime(name,...
% Delta0,q,t_low,t0,t_up,U,coeff,dim,y0v,file_path)
%
% SYNOPSIS:
%
% t_l_Delta_l4neg_delprime.m computes list of t_l and Delta_l
% when AMPL output Delta_prime is negative.
% An AMPL data file is printed with new Delta_1=Delta0/q,
% to solve an optimization problem
%
% max 2(eta)’*(U*(F(t,u+eps)-uprime)+Uprime*eps)
% s.t. Delta_1<=norm(eta)<= Delta0
% s.t. t_low <= t <= t_up
%
% If ampl output Delta_prime_1<0, then compute changing time
% point t_1 and changing Deltat_1 by cond_diff_inequality.m
% otherwise return t_l=[t0,t_1] and Delta_l=[Delta0, Delta0].
%
% If t_1<t_up, then check whether (t_1-t0) >= (t_up-t0)/5 or
% not. If yes, return t_l=[t0,t_1] and
% Delta_l=[Delta0,Delta_t_1] otherwise compute t_l and
% Delta_l by applying iterative_case4neg_del_prime.m.
%
%
% INPUT:
%
% name: problem name
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%% Delta0 : starting input Delta.
%
% q: multiplcation factor to compute Delta_1
%
% t_low : starting time
%
% t0: t_low<t0<t_up
%
% t_up: end time
%
% U: solution of of the system of preconditioner
% at t0.
%
% coeff: coefficients of cubic Hermite polynomials
% for the system of ODEs and the preconditioner
%
% dim: dimension of the system of ODEs
%
% y0v: initial conditions for the system of ODEs
%
% file_path: directory path where the file exist
%
%
% OUTPUT:
%
% t_l: list of changing time points
%
% Delta_l: list of changing Delta
%
% fac: a factor (t_1-t0)/(t_up-t_low) used for
% initial guess of Delta_1 for next iteration
%
% qused: last value of q used in iterative scheme.
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%% iterative_case4neg_del_prime %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% CALLING SEQUENCE:
%
% [t_l,Delta_t_l,fac,q] = iterative_case4neg_del_prime(name,...
% t_low,t0,t_up,q,Delta0,y0v,U,coeff,dim,file_path)
%
%% SYNOPSIS:
%
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% iterative_case4neg_del_prime computes t_l, Delta_l, qused,
% and fac.
% If Delta_prime_1 < 0 and t_1 < t_up then decrease Delta_1
% by decreasing the value of q and then for Delta_1 = Delta0/q,
% solve the optimization problem as in case of
% t_l_Delta_l4neg_delprime.m.
%
% If ampl output Delta_prime_1<0, compute changing time point
% t_1 and changing Deltat_1 by applying cond_diff_inequality.m
% otherwise return t_l=[t0,t_1] and Delta_l=[Delta0, Delta0].
%
% If t_1<t_up, then check whether (t_1-t0) >= (t_up-t0)/5 or
% not. If yes, return t_l=[t0,t_1] and
% Delta_l=[Delta0,Delta_t_1] otherwise decrease Delta_1
% by decreasing the value of q and proceed as above to solve
% the optimization problem.
%
% Continue this process until t_1(end)=t_up or Delta_prime<=0.
%
%
% INPUT:
%
% name: problem name
%
% t_low: starting time
%
% t0: t_low<t0<t_up,
%
% t_up: ending time
%
% q: multiplcation factor to compute Delta_1 as
% Delta_1=q*Delta0 with q>1
%
% Delta0: starting input Delta.
%
% y0v: initial conditions for the system of ODEs
%
% U: solution of of the system of preconditioner
% computed at t_low
%
% coeff: coefficients of cubic Hermite polynomials
%
% dim: dimension of the system of ODEs
%
% file_path: directory path where the file exist
%
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%% OUTPUT:
%
% t_l: list of changing time points
%
% Delta_l: list of changing Delta
%
% fac: a factor (t_1-t0)/(t_up-t_low) used for
% initial guess of Delta_1 for next iteration
%
% qused: last value of q used in iterative scheme.
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% cond_diff_inequality %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% CALLING SEQUENCE:
%
% [t_1, Delta_t_1] = cond_diff_inequality(Delta_1,Delta0,...
% Delta_prime, t_low, t_up)
%
% SYNOPSIS:
%
% cond_diff_inequality.m computes t_1 as a changing time
% point,Delta_1 as changing Delta at t_1. With starting
% time t_low, Delta0, Delta_1 and Delta_prime, compute t_1.
% Check if t_1 >= t_up, then compute Delta_t_1 as a function
% of t_up. But if t_1 < t_up, use t_new to compute Delta_t_1.
%
% INPUT:
%
% Delta0: starting Delta
%
% Delta_1: Delta0*q, q>1
%
% Delta_prime: ampl output
%
% t_low: starting time
%
% t_up: end time
%
%
% OUTPUT:
%
% t_1: a changing time point
%
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% Delta_t_1: changing Delta
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%% compute_polynomial_intermediate_points %%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% CALLING SEQUENCE:
%
% [u,uprime,u_inf,uprime_inf,u_sup,uprime_sup,U,Uprime]=,...
% compute_polynomial_intermediate_points(t_low,t_1,t_up,...
% a,b,c,d,a_inf,b_inf,c_inf,d_inf,a_sup,b_sup,c_sup,...
% d_sup,A,B,C,D,dim)
%
% SYNOPSIS:
%
% compute_polynomial_intermediate_points.m computes cubic
% Hermite polynomials for the system of ODEs and the
% preconditioner and their derivatives at t_1 and t_up.
%
% INPUT:
%
% t_low: starting time
%
% t_1: time variable at which polynomials are
% evaluated.
%
% t_up: end time
%
% a: coefficient of the cubic term of Hermite
% polynomial of the system of ODEs solved at
% mid point u0 of the interval [yinf,ysup]
%
% b: coefficient of the quadratic term of Hermite
% polynomial of the system of ODEs solved at
% mid point u0
%
% c: coefficient of the linear term of Hermite
% polynomial of the system of ODEs solved at
% mid point u0
%
% d: constant coefficient of the cubic Hermite
% polynomial of the system of ODEs solved at
% mid point u0.
%
% a_inf: coefficient of the cubic term of Hermite
% polynomial of the system of ODEs solved at
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% yinf
%
% b_inf: coefficient of the quadratic term of Hermite
% polynomial of the system of ODEs solved at
% yinf
%
% c_inf: coefficient of the linear term of Hermite
% polynomial of the system of ODEs solved at
% yinf
%
% d_inf: constant coefficient of the cubic Hermite
% polynomial of the system of ODEs solved at
% yinf
%
% a_sup: coefficient of the cubic term of Hermite
% polynomial of the system of ODEs solved at
% ysup
%
% b_sup: coefficient of the quadratic term of Hermite
% polynomial of the system of ODEs solved at
% ysup
%
% c_sup: coefficient of the linear term of Hermite
% polynomial of the system of ODEs solved at
% ysup
%
% d_sup: constant coefficient of the cubic Hermite
% polynomial of the system of ODEs solved at
% ysup
%
% A: coefficient of the cubic term of Hermite
% polynomial of the system of preconditioner
%
% B: coefficient of the quadratic term of Hermite
% polynomial of the system of preconditioner
%
% C: coefficient of the linear term of Hermite
% polynomial of the system of preconditioner
%
% D: constant coefficient of the cubic Hermite
% polynomial of the system of preconditioner
%
% dim: dimension of the system of ODEs
%
%
% OUTPUT:
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%% u_inf: continuously differentiable solution at
% extreme points of the interval [t_1,t_up]
% in the form of cubic Hermite polynomials for
% the system of ODEs solved at yinf
%
% u: continuously differentiable solution at
% extreme points of the interval [t_1,t_up]
% in the form of cubic Hermite polynomials
% for the system of ODEs solved at the
% midpoint of initial box [yinf,ysup]
%
% u_sup: continuously differentiable solution at
% extreme points of the interval [t_1,t_up]
% in the form of cubic Hermite polynomials
% for the system of ODEs solved at ysup
%
% U: continuously differentiable solution for
% the system of preconditioner approximated
% at extreme points of the interval [t_1,t_up]
% in the form of cubic Hermite polynomials
%
%
% uprime_inf: First derivative of the cubic Hermite
% polynomial u_inf approximated at [t_1,t_up]
%
% uprime: First derivative of the cubic Hermite
% polynomial u approximated at [t_1,t_up]
%
% uprime_sup: First derivative of the cubic Hermite
% polynomial u_sup approximated at [t_1,t_up]
%
% Uprime: First derivative of the cubic Hermite
% polynomial U approximated at [t_1,t_up]
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